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I dare not imagine how many kilometers I traveled, far and wide, through 
the Serra, the central region and the Brazilian pampa of Rio Grande do 
Sul, interviewing, here and there, trade unionists and rural workers. I sup-
pose it was a lot of hours spent in the car thinking and organizing ideas 
around a complex topic: a regional system of employment relations, with 
many actors involved, different levels of analysis and questionable working 
conditions.

I would like to thank those people who helped me in this research, 
especially those who granted me an interview: it is a long list, as you will 
see in the next chapters. Ultimately, this book would not have been pos-
sible were it not for the support of the Fetar (Federação do Trabalhadores 
Assalariados Rurais) who organized a series of meetings and facilitated my 
research.

Depending on the ongoing analysis of the interviews, I revised my ini-
tial hypotheses and redesigned the research several times. I hope this book 
will serve to elucidate a complex system of relationships among rural 
unions, in-work poverty and the legal system.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Abstract Main theoretical contributions and research notes are presented 
in the first chapter. The author presents the socioeconomic context of Rio 
Grande do Sul. In this chapter, there are links to multimedia materials that 
are meant to accompany the reading of the book.

Keywords Theoretical contributions • In-depth interviews • 
Methodology • Rio Grande do Sul

This book is about rural wage workers and collective bargaining in Rio 
Grande do Sul (the southernmost state of Brazil). I am presenting the 
results of nearly two years of research, even though it was often inter-
rupted due to COVID-19. In Brazil, and especially Rio Grande do Sul, 
there has been no pause in the COVID-19 crisis from March 2020 until 
the final draft of this book. For this reason, my research approach has been 
more pragmatic. Relationships with interviewees and data collection, spe-
cifically the negotiation of access to the field, have been revolutionized. I 
used different techniques—qualitative and quantitative—one after the 
other. I carried out face-to-face interviews during the first few months of 
2020 and after June 2021, complying with necessary precautions of social 
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distancing and mask-wearing. Other interviews were conducted over 
the phone.

In Rio Grande do Sul, rural labor at the estâncias (over 3000 hectares 
in territorial extension) or in the smaller fazendas is a pathway out of 
extreme poverty for many rural wage workers (assalariados rurais). 
However, taking care of the cattle, planting rice, harvesting soy, drying 
tobacco leaves or picking fruit doesn’t always guarantee an adequate living 
standard. This is the first reason why I decided to study the assalariados: 
an extremely low wage which is earned for a difficult, exhausting and even 
hazardous job.

In 2018, 1.48 million people in Rio Grande do Sul (13.1% of the total 
population) were living with an income below the poverty line (less than 
USD 5.50 per day). Recent data suggest a sensible improvement, but the 
condition of rural areas continues to be far worse than the urban house-
holds: the proportion of people below the USD 1.90 line is up to four 
times higher in the countryside than in urban areas (Fiori, 2021). By the 
way, the rural working poor in Rio Grande is driven by the need for work, 
self-respect and dignity. It is not the case of extreme poverty as described 
in William Vollmann’s Poor People (2007). There are, however, some 
exceptions.

Complementary Law No. 103 of July 14, 2000, authorized the 
Brazilian estados (states) and the Federal District to establish a minimum 
wage for employees not covered under a collective labor agreement (con-
venção coletiva) or company collective agreement (acordo coletivo): the 
minimum wage guarantees a threshold below which wages cannot fall. 
When hired on-the-books, no rural worker earns a wage below that which 
is established by the state government; in 2019, this was BRL 1236.15 a 
month for a 44-hour work week (approximately USD 220). When a local 
convenção coletiva exists, it brings the wage above this minimum, while 
other contractual clauses might even improve labor conditions, making 
rural workers’ unions (i.e., the Sindicatos dos Trabalhadores Rurais, or 
STR) extremely important.

The second reason concerns the effects of the 2017 labor reform on 
working conditions and employer relations (Krein, 2018). Have these 
changes had an impact on labor relations? I mainly discuss two changes 
introduced by the reform: first, that now negotiated terms prevail over the 
law (meaning that the clauses of a collective agreement could either 
improve or even worsen labor conditions in relation to legal standards), 
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and second, that the previously obligatory contribution of union dues out 
of one’s paycheck became voluntary.

In Brazil, collective bargaining takes place at the local level rather than 
nationally. Each local trade union (sindicato) is responsible for collective 
bargaining in each municipality (município) or a region. Thus, there are 
120 collective agreements in force in Rio Grande do Sul, covering 169 of 
the 497 municipalities of the state: of the approximately 400 rural work-
ers’ unions in the state, only 120 sign an agreement. Does the current 
system of representation adequately represent rural workers? Are there 
significant differences between rural workers’ unions and, if so, why? What 
is a rural workers’ union for? My interviews, the study of documentary 
sources and a data analysis try to answer these questions.

My approach is formally inductive: I am primarily interested in the life 
stories of rural workers (the so-called assalariados) as well as the symbolic 
universe within which they are embedded. Therefore, I conduct my analy-
sis through a review of documentary sources, using comparison and 
abductive reasoning. The goal is to provide an overview of collective bar-
gaining in Rio Grande do Sul and, where possible, to explain some specific 
aspects. I am interested both in working conditions (salary, workplace 
conditions, safety at work) and legal and social norms. I seek to explain 
labor conditions, therefore, in light of labor legislation and existing collec-
tive agreements.

According to the argument made by Peck (1996), labor markets 
develop in tandem with social and political institutions at the local or 
national level. It is important, therefore, to identify where the working 
poor exists: I mean the relationship among labor regulation, the rural 
socioeconomic environment (culture, values, meaning schemes) and the 
logic of collective action.

TheoreTical conTribuTions

Within the state corporatism model of industrial relations, Brazilian unions 
are subordinate and subject to coercion by the state via numerous institu-
tional mechanisms (Boito, 1991; Cook, 2007). This subordination also 
explains the lower level of social conflict: the sindicato is pelego—that is, a 
sindicato who is acting according to the interests of the employer rather 
than the workers’—because it is incorporated into the broader state appa-
ratus. Unions are therefore incentivized to remain in this comfort zone, 
keeping conflict levels low and without introducing significant 
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innovations in collective bargaining. However, some scholars have argued 
that the label corporatist does not adequately describe the Brazilian struc-
ture of unions. For instance, according to Noronha (2000), industrial 
relations are not based directly on the administrative state apparatus but 
rather on three “normative spaces” of labor relations: law, collective bar-
gaining and company norms (defined unilaterally by the employer). The 
conclusions are not, however, particularly different from the state corpo-
ratism model: according to Noronha (2000), the action of unions is sig-
nificantly curtailed—controlled by law with little room for collective action.

These theoretical contributions are relevant but limited. The approval 
of labor reform in 2017 raises some questions about the applicability of 
either a corporatist or legalistic framework. The normative space within 
which labor relations take place has been restructured, specifically by 
removing obligatory union dues and access to free representation within 
the labor courts. The law itself now establishes the supremacy of negoti-
ated terms over labor law (Art. 620). Thus, if union funding has allowed 
control over trade unions, why should it be removed? My point of view is 
different: to some extent, both “legislative” and “corporatist” theories 
underestimate the efforts and achievements of labor unions as well as their 
ability to oppose anti-union policies (Carbonai, 2018). Some unions can 
be pelegos, but others, on the contrary, may be engaged on a daily basis, 
effectively representing the worker. Moreover, the history of a workers’ 
union is not always linear but full of unexpected events over time (Ribeiro 
da Costa, 2019) and deserves increased attention around topics such as 
micro politics (Ortmann, 1995, p.  33), relations with political actors 
(Martins Rodrigues, 1990) and organizational structure and its paradoxes 
(Rodrigues & Ladosky, 2015).

I do not deny that the actors within organizations, and organizations as 
a whole, act under structural pressures, but these only limit the free choice 
of the actors. The 2017 labor reform intervenes in the trade unions’ 
autonomy and functioning, weakening the entire trade union system 
(Colombi, 2019; Ganz, 2020). However, unions are always called upon to 
choose between a committed unionism or a peleguismo sindacal: for better 
or for worse, labor reform maintains this option for choice.

The local scenario is not very different from the national scenario. The 
reform has effects on the local system, but the local system also has room 
for action and options for choice. What is a rural union for? In Rio Grande 
do Sul, there are cases where, even if a sindicato exists, no collective bar-
gaining takes place and there is no collective agreement signed. It is 
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therefore important to study trade unions and union leaders, both com-
mitted and non-committed ones, and to understand the differences.

In the subject area of industrial relations, there are several impediments 
toward developing good theory (Müller-Jentsch, 2004). Existing theories 
are tailor-made for different institutions, actors and economic sectors due 
to the complexity of the subject area. A potential generally applicable the-
ory put forward by Baccaro (2008) suggests that declining resources avail-
able to exert political influence forces unions to develop more inclusive 
and democratic procedures, where union members discuss and vote upon 
the decisions taken by union leaders. In this sense, there is a trade-off 
between contractual resources and democratic procedures: when resources 
are scarce, more investment is made in legitimization through democratic 
processes. Does this argument apply in the case of Brazil? Do internal 
democracy and rural workers’ participation increase when there is a reduc-
tion in material incentives? The results of my research suggest that 
they do not.

According to industrial relations theory, when adopting a strategy for 
mobilization, unions generally seek to develop collective identity among 
their members so that, in the future, members are loyal, active and encour-
age other workers to take part in the union’s struggles (Cregan et  al., 
2009). Does this argument also apply to rural workers in Rio Grande do 
Sul? When ethnographers study rural workers in Rio Grande do Sul closely, 
the assalariados appear reluctant to call strikes or express disagreement 
with their employers (Motta, 2019; Leal, 2021). This suggests that the 
societal and political culture necessary for collective action must be 
explored in further depth, with attention to details of the local context. In 
my findings, conflictual relations are quite latent if not completely absent.

Rural work and labor relations in the agricultural sector evade attempts 
to enclose them in a pre-established and adequate theory. Tasks such as 
picking tobacco leaves, watching over cattle and working on a rice planta-
tion are not properly clean jobs. Hodson (1991, 2001) suggests that 
workers in “dirty jobs” utilize a series of mechanisms in order to remain 
satisfied with their jobs: (1) reconstructing (reframing) the meanings 
attributed to their tasks; (2) building spaces of autonomy within their 
work routine in which problem-solving skills can be expressed; (3) enhanc-
ing relationships with one or more fellow workers in a way that strength-
ens social relationships capable of building positive collective identities 
and developing mechanisms of solidarity within the group and (4) improv-
ing the set of tasks that these workers undertake on a daily basis. Is this 
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framework appropriate to apply to rural workers? My findings suggest 
something slightly different—that these mechanisms are only partially 
activated.

Certainly, the existing debate surrounding trade union revitalization is 
important. Croucher and Wood (2017) suggest that the role of political 
activists is fundamental and must be considered. I therefore try to answer 
the following question: who are the political activists in Rio Grande do Sul 
who would currently be able to revitalize trade unions and resolve the 
precarious nature of rural work? Levesque and Murray (2006) argue that 
three sets of issues are fundamental for union revitalization: (1) enhancing 
basic union efficiency or instrumentality, (2) union governance and inter-
nal organization (3) and a rethinking of union resources. All three of these 
issues are explored and presented in my research findings.

The Brazilian rural labor movement has predominantly been studied 
from a historical point of view, which has included examining the historical 
role of social movements such as the Landless Rural Workers Movement 
(Movimento dos Sem Terra, or MST) and the rise of rural unionism 
(Maybury-Lewis, 1994; Bell, 1999; Coletti, 1998; Picolotto, 2014; 
Favareto, 2006). Additionally, there have been several studies about the 
health of rural workers in Rio Grande do Sul (Mendes & Werlang, 2014), 
especially with regard to the effect of pesticides on worker health (Viero 
et al., 2016; Ferreira de Siqueira et al., 2012). However, ethnographically 
oriented research is far less common, with some recent exceptions (Motta, 
2019; Leal, 2021). Studies on the effects of the 2017 labor reform are even 
less present; for example, Gerhardt Lermen and Picolotto (2020) analyze 
the process of construction of labor rights of rural workers in Vacaria and 
evaluate the effects of the labor reform of 2017 on this process. They find 
out that the joint action of rural workers’ unions, the Public Ministry of 
Labor and Labor Justice ensured a network of protection for rural workers 
while the labor reform of 2017 sought to weaken these institutions.

MeThodological noTes

Interviews were conducted primarily in early 2020 and after June 2021. 
They took place either face to face or over the phone, following an unstruc-
tured approach. I visited 16 rural union’s headquarters, taking pictures, 
collecting documents and observing the daily routine for hours.

A total of 55 interviews were conducted, including 21 union leaders, 
15 rural salaried workers and 4 fazendeiros, along with other privileged 
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witnesses. The union leaders were mainly presidents of rural workers’ 
unions (STR). Respondents were chosen to represent different geographi-
cal regions of Rio Grande do Sul: the southern region (Sudeste Rio- 
Grandense), the so-called Campanha (Sudoueste Rio-grandense), the 
Porto Alegre metropolitan area (Metropolitana de Porto Alegre), the 
Serra (in the eastern part of the state, i.e., the Nordeste Rio-grandense), 
the Planalto (Noroeste Rio-grandense) and the central regions (Centro 
Ocidental and Centro Oriental Rio-grandense). I chose the entire state of 
Rio Grande do Sul because employers’ and workers’ union federations are 

Fig. 1.1 Regions in Rio Grande do Sul
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organized at the state level and the state government is a major player in 
crafting public policies for rural parts of the state (see Fig. 1.1).

After several failed attempts, I had to abandon my original plan to 
interview leaders of the landowners’ unions (the sindicatos ruralistas). 
Ultimately, I obtained only one interview. However, I was still able to 
conduct interviews with some landowners (fazendeiros) who explained 
the organization of work on their fazendas.

The interviews vary in duration from twenty minutes to two hours. The 
interviews were generally conducted on the premises of the sindicato: the 
union leaders introduced me to their employees, showed me the union’s 
premises and introduced me to rural workers who would come through 
the offices. When possible, I also visited some fazendas and two fruit pack-
ing companies.

My approach is inductive but certainly different from rural ethno-
graphic studies such as those of Holmes (2013) and Horton (2016). 
These studies have a clear ethnographic bias while my research is more 
pragmatic. I especially preferred unstructured in-depth interviews: the 
questions are formed during the interview and the interviewees are free to 
say what they want. In fact, these interviews deal, in various cases, with 
very delicate issues. In addition to general questions, to ascertain rural 
unionism and labor conditions I introduced some situational questions to 
understand the interviewee’s logic behind their action in a specific sce-
nario: In cases like that, what do you do? How did you handle […]? My 
purpose is also to take into consideration the practically adequate knowl-
edge of each interviewee, more so than his or her opinions (Sayer, 
1992, p. 70).

Most interviews were filmed; videos can be found on the following 
YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/davidecarbonai/. 
Interviews are identified with the tag “rural workers”. Other interviews in 
audio format can be found on the following podcast: https://open.spo-
tify.com/show/14Fqtgd2vP8y9PrHhyOcmA (Carbonai & Lentz, 2020). 
The purpose of this is to make research materials publicly available. The 
concept of public ethnography, as discussed by Vannini (2019), is to make 
available the various research materials used in the course of the study, 
such as filmed interviews or unstructured interview recordings.

I also try to preserve the anonymity of the interviewees. I use the fol-
lowing identifiers in ordinary cases; for example: [STR 1, Santana do 
Livramento] means that the interviewee is the first of two local union lead-
ers at the workers’ union (STR) of Santana do Livramento. Sometimes, I 

 D. CARBONAI
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prefer to completely hide the identity of the interviewee; in this case I use 
the following wording: [STR, XXX].

The research follows an approach informed by inductive methods 
(Pickens & Braun, 2018). Interview transcripts are closely examined to 
identify common themes, topics, ideas and patterns of meaning. The 
recurring themes reported by rural workers are subsequently analyzed and 
explored comparatively between interviewees. Generally speaking, the 
coding that is used and the themes that are developed are directed by the 
content of the data. The focus, however, is maintained on the relationships 
between rural works, sindicatos, and collective bargaining.

The data in Chap. 3 are extracted from the Brazilian government’s 
CAGED system (https://bi.mte.gov.br/bgcaged/). The data on conven-
ções are extracted from the federal system of collective bargaining, 
Mediador: http://www3.mte.gov.br/sistemas/mediador. Regional geo-
graphical classifications follow those used by the FEE (https://arquiv-
ofee.rs.gov.br/). Also, trade union federations provided data about the 
presence of unions in the municípios of Rio Grande do Sul. I explore these 
data and conduct a multiple correspondence analysis (Di Franco, 2006). 
This study is primarily qualitative, but this quantitative analysis reinforces 
the findings from the qualitative interviews.

This study offers new insights into the relationship between rural work-
ing poverty, collective bargaining and rural unions. In some cases, collec-
tive bargaining cannot significantly improve working conditions. It is, 
therefore, important to consider the structure of collective bargaining, 
union efforts and the latent conflict present in rural employment relations. 
What contractual clauses settled through collective bargaining safeguard 
the rights and health of rural workers? What has changed since the labor 
reform was enacted?

The final arguments follow an abductive logic. According to Randal 
Collins (1985, p. 188), abduction is a mode of inference by which one 
moves from one set of ideas to a conclusion in another set of ideas. To 
improve salary and labor conditions, collective bargaining at the local 
level is of extreme importance. Moreover, before the 2017 labor reform, 
the imposto sindical allowed workers’ unions, at least, to pay the health 
care costs of rural workers and their families. The fragmentation of 
union representation in too many individual unions is another impor-
tant emerging theme. The workers therefore fail to understand the logic 
of collective action: protests and strikes are practically absent. The result 
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of this is a generally unstable framework which favors the strongest 
party in labor relations.

The differences between the agrarian systems of Rio Grande do Sul are 
due to profound historical reasons which I do not pretend to discuss here 
(Silva Neto & Basso, 2015). However, it is worth mentioning the histori-
cal distinction between the Colonial North—whose cultural matrix is that 
of European immigrants, especially Germans and Italians who arrived in 
the nineteenth century—with little slavery and the predominance of fam-
ily farming, and the South, with an Iberian matrix, the predominance of 
large estates and the extensive use of slave labor. Bandeira (2003) points 
out that the endowment of social capital is significantly higher in the 
Colonial North than in the South: a multitude of recreational associations, 
social clubs, and an intense collaborative and cooperative social life among 
the first settlers are present in the Colonial North, while community life is 
more fragile in the South. These contrasts are mirrored in the political and 
economic system of Rio Grande do Sul (Baquero & Prá, 2007), but the 
different endowments of social capital don’t guarantee more inclusive 
labor relations or a better quality of work for rural wage earners.

Plan of The book

In the introduction I discuss the main theoretical contributions and my 
methodology. I also present the logic of my arguments. In Chap. 2, I 
introduce a selection of interviews with rural workers and explore class 
identity along with issues related to work safety. I also introduce the trade 
union culture and the relationship between workers and fazendeiros. In 
Chap. 3, I present the trade union structure and how collective bargaining 
takes place in the rural sector. In Chap. 4, I bring together concepts previ-
ously introduced and discuss the problems of labor representation and 
regulation. In the conclusion, I discuss ways of overcoming the current 
impasse of rural trade unionism.
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CHAPTER 2

Rural Salaried Workers

Abstract This chapter discusses class identity, working conditions and 
precarious conditions in the labor market. It also analyses the identity and 
material constraints of rural workers.
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Frantz and Silva Neto (2015) have listed the predominant regional sys-
tems of agricultural production in Rio Grande do Sul. Soybeans are 
planted throughout the northern regions, rice is cultivated near the west-
ern border with Argentina and Uruguay and the use of machinery for 
large-scale harvesting takes place in the west and north regions. The larg-
est farms (estâncias and fazendas) are present above all in the extensive 
plains of the Campanha and the South (i.e., the Pampa), whereas farms are 
smaller in the Serra and the Planalto to the east, on the border with the 
Brazilian state of Santa Catarina. Tasks vary according to regional differ-
ences, methods of cultivation and agricultural production: there is a higher 
number of permanent employees in the Pampa and the regions around 
Vacaria (where I also found very active rural workers’ unions) and a larger 
presence of skilled workers in the western and northern regions. However, 
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these regional differences disappear in relation to political participation: 
protests and strikes are absent almost everywhere.

It is worth mentioning that the prevailing historiography of rural work-
ers in Rio Grande do Sul identifies some typical elements of the gaucho’s 
identity. Gauchos have been portrayed as rural wage laborers, living in the 
plains and hills of the Pampa, skilled in farming, herding cattle, horses and 
sheep, and as excellent horsemen. Scholars identify a tension between 
nature and culture: the need for the aerial life, a thousand elements of the 
physical and moral life of the gaucho take shape from his skeleton to the 
most tender expansion of his feelings, where the habitus incorporates the 
dimension of the countryside as well as traditional food and music (Leal, 
2021). The interviews conducted as part of the research presented in this 
book, on the other hand, point out significant differences. In a certain 
sense, the melancholic loneliness of the gaucho transforms into compla-
cency, and even resignation. Also, agricultural production systems have 
changed over time, impacting the number of assalariados, tasks and work-
place conditions (Frantz & Silva Neto, 2015). Even the landscape of the 
Pampa itself has changed under the weight of livestock grazing, and the 
expansion of pine and eucalyptus farming has paralleled these changes 
(Oliveira, 2020). This romanticized relationship between man and nature 
has evolved over time and has become less idealized.

Nowadays, finding typical elements of identity among rural workers has 
become much rarer. By the way, the rural workers I interviewed do not 
even mention the term “class” or the expression “working class”. On the 
contrary, instead of “work”, interviewees prefer to use the term “service” 
(i.e., the serviço, prestar serviço). However, while “work” produces “work-
ers”, “service” produces “servants”.

Class IdentIty

My methodology contrasts with the hypothetic-deductive approach and 
involves the application of inductive reasoning. Usually, a study based in 
grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) is likely to begin with a ques-
tion or with the collection of qualitative data. I begin my first interviews 
with rural salaried workers by asking these questions: What time do you get 
up in the morning? How is your working day?

I get up at 6 o’clock. At 6:50 I take the bus. We start working from 7.40, 
until noon. Then we work until 17.30. I have to work, right. I am a tractor 
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driver. […] Apple picking is even more tiring. My salary is BRL 1584 [in 
2021], a little higher than the others. The others get around of BRL 1300. 
The work is also dangerous […] I don’t talk to anyone when I’m working. 
(Rural worker 1, Vacaria)

I get up at 6 o’clock. I ride a horse to work every day. It takes me an hour. 
[…] We must thank God for having a job. (Rural worker, Mostardas)

You get up when the sun comes up. And you work the whole day. (Rural 
worker, Alegrete)

I get up at five. I harvest tobacco leaves. I am a day laborer. I earn BRL 100 
a day […] The employer doesn’t sign my labor book [carteira de trabalho]. 
(Rural worker, Venáncio Aires)

I get up early in the morning, at 6:30. Very early. I take a bus to work. I 
work the day shift. My husband works the night shift. At least I see him at 
lunch. One stays at home to take care of the kids. I go home when I finish 
my shift and take care of the children. (Rural worker 4, Vacaria)

I live here [on the farm]. The owner pays me to live here and look after the 
cattle. I get up early in the morning, but during the night I check if every-
thing is fine […] He pays me a little more than the minimum wage. (Rural 
worker, São Borja)

I get up early in the morning. Here, we work. They pay. It is a decent job. 
They treat me with respect. (Rural worker 3, Vacaria)

Rural workers appreciate their job. It is considered tiring and poorly 
paid but “it is a service” and everybody needs a job: “you have to work to 
raise your family and pay the bills […] and thank God we have a job” 
(Rural worker 6, Vacaria).

Fernanda tells me about her work on a fazenda near Arroio Grande (in 
the southern region of Rio Grande do Sul). She is currently retired, and 
she misses her job.

This is my story. I grew up in the countryside, with my family, like others in 
the area. In Arroio Grande, or really, 70 kilometers outside of the town, in 
the countryside. Then, I worked and lived with my husband. I needed a job. 
There was a rice plantation. Now it’s soy. We worked with everything: cattle, 
sheep […] I used to live there. I got up at 7 am and I worked until noon. I 
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took care of the horses […] then I sold the cattle […] There was a capataz 
[foreman], but I had a good relationship with the patrão [the employer] 
and I worked directly with him. The work is tiring. Those who come from 
the countryside can say that it is even pleasant. You are in contact with 
nature. It was my life. I lived there with my husband. Life is pretty tough, 
especially during the harvest. There is a deadline for planting. It’s pretty tir-
ing but it’s an interesting life. […] In our region there is not much exploita-
tion. When they [the farmers] comply with our collective agreement, there 
is no slave labor. […] If the law is enforced, then there is no exploitation. 
(Rural worker, Arroio Grande)

Antônio was a capataz [foreman]: he managed other rural workers on 
a large fazenda in Alegrete (on the western border of Rio Grande do Sul). 
He is retired but continues working. Antônio recalls the gauchos of 30 
years ago, as described by Ondina Leal (2021). He tells me about his 
working day, when they founded the local sindicato (“more than thirty 
years ago”) and the trusting relationship he had with his patrão (i.e., the 
fazendeiro). His family lived on the outskirts of Alegrete, but he lived on 
the farm (like Fernanda and many others rural workers, especially on the 
large plots of land in the Pampa). He was always respected by his patrão:

I got up at five o’clock. Until noon, I took care of horses, cattle. I had 
rodeos. […] All by the rules. The patrão paid for everything. I started work-
ing when I was 12 years old. I had a fight with another student at school, so 
I decided to leave town and go to work on the farm. And with God’s help I 
kept working, until today […] He is a good patrão [the current one] There 
are good patrões and bad ones. The old patrões were better. Their heirs are 
much worse. They are nastier They inherited their father’s land. And then 
working conditions got worse. In the place where once there were five peões, 
they put two. In the place of two, they put only one. […] It is not possible 
to support a family with a salary of BLR 1200. Now, if the patrão doesn’t 
pay me a little more, I won’t even show up to work. I have a small car now. 
[…] Today, at 75 years old, I dance and make love. And I continue to work 
with a salary much higher than the minimum, and I negotiate the conditions 
of my job. Now I just want to work on a smaller property. (Rural 
worker, Alegrete)

He mentions that on the big ranches where he worked, there was an 
overseer, a cook and several peões (unskilled and semi-skilled rural agricul-
tural workers). His schedule was defined by the daily routines of livestock 
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farming. When he was no longer satisfied with his patrão, he stopped 
working and looked for another employer.

Talking with rural workers and union leaders, I realized that some parts 
of this cultural heritage can still be observed today, but that the common 
identity belonging to gauchos has mostly faded away. Interviewees also 
interpret the gaucho identity in a different way. One interviewee was 
quite clear:

That world no longer exists. No. All of that no longer exists. The gaucho on 
horseback? Drinking chimarrão? Today, they are employees who managed 
to buy a car. Always paying in installments. That mythical person no longer 
exists. (Sindicato de Trabalhadores Rurais [STR], Arroio Grande)

Rural workers at the fazendas are also isolated: “they work in the mid-
dle of the fields” (STR, Alegrete). This physical distance is not trivial: “it 
is difficult to meet, participate in meetings, discuss among ourselves” 
(STR, Uruguaiana).

Roberto is the president of the Dona Quitéria Quilombola Community 
Association in Mostardas (a municipality in the southern region of Rio 
Grande do Sul). The quilombo was a place of refuge for enslaved Africans 
who escaped from the fazenda or for outlaws of African descent. Roberto 
identifies not with gaucho music and poetry but with his African roots, 
“the suffering of my people”, the quilombola community and God. He 
also looks to maintain a dignified standard of living: a small house, albeit 
isolated in the rural outskirts of Mostardas. Like many other rural wage 
earners, Roberto cultivates his own small farm next to his house which, 
although it is small, allows him to sell sweet potatoes and other vegetables.

Our association has a group of rural workers. The association is an organiza-
tion within the quilombola community. We take care of livestock. Sheep. We 
also plant for food, sweet potatoes, corn. I worked 32 years with a formal 
contract. The work is tiring. It goes on day after day. I went eight kilome-
ters, every day, riding a horse. I leave home early in the morning. […] I’m 
the foreman. I coordinate the work. I’ve been a foreman for 6 years. Before, 
I worked as a simple salaried worker [peão]. Today, the boss is calm. He 
rarely shows up. Only once in a while. […] There is high unemployment in 
this region. The association tries to help other community members. We 
have a president and a vice president. We also deal with issues of the work 
itself. But it is more at work that we deal with wage issues. Our boss respects 
the convenção. He pays above the convenção. There are colleagues of mine 
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who earn more, others who earn less. In the region, in general, a worker 
earns little: BRL 1300, more or less. But I want to work here, on that farm. 
It is better. […] We are always looking for a new job. We must work. If we 
find a good patrão, we stay longer. Otherwise, we look for another one who 
pays better. […] In our community we have young people working in the 
countryside. There are also young agronomists who studied at the univer-
sity. Yes, young people from the quilombo who have studied. The commu-
nity has evolved. […] We have suffered a lot. Our enslaved ancestors 
suffered. Today we are free. And getting help. The Bolsonaro government 
is not helping us, but the previous ones did. […] I tell others in the com-
munity that BLR 1300 is not much, but better times will come. (Rural 
worker, Mostardas)

When Roberto talks about the children of the quilombolas who went to 
university, he says that “they have a profession”. There is a “profession” 
and there are rural jobs (i.e., a “service”): a salary of BRL 1300 per month, 
which “isn’t enough to rent an apartment or house in the urban center of 
Mostardas but you can live decently, and things can get better with a ser-
vice” (rural worker, Mostardas). Rural workers living at the quilombo 
strengthen their identity relations: they represent one of the few groups 
capable of building positive collective identities—although these identities 
are defined on the basis of the redemption of African slaves deported to 
Brazil—and developing mechanisms of solidarity within the group 
(Hodson, 2001).

I spent a whole day with Bruno, in Venâncio Aires, a municipality in the 
tobacco plantation region. Bruno showed me how the tobacco leaves are 
harvested and how the drying process works.

Here the majority of people work without a signed carteira de trabalho 
[labor book]. We are day laborers […] I am fine. I would like to have a field 
of my own to plant tobacco, but family farmers have to fill out a lot of paper-
work. I don’t know, maybe I prefer to work as an assalariado. (Rural worker, 
Venâncio Aires)

It is not easy to discuss wage and labor issues with rural workers: they 
do not want to reveal tense workplace relations, mention the possibility of 
a strike or talk about collective mobilization; on the one hand, they are 
satisfied, but on the other hand, they complain about low wages and work-
ing conditions. Unions leaders and rural workers themselves often use the 
term tímido (i.e., shy) to describe the assalariados. This shyness comes 
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across in interviews, perhaps because “the assalariado is always intimi-
dated by the patrão” (STR, Venâncio Aires).

Rural workers are shy. I see it, here, in my community. (Rural worker, 
Mostardas)

‘Don’t go to the union. You don’t need it!’ The patrão says. (STR, 
Uruguaiana)

The patrão tries to do everything to avoid the worker contacting the union. 
(Contar, Brasília)

You don’t see the assalariados here at the union premises. We also have a 
collective agreement. They should come and become a member of the 
union. They could use our services as well. Every year, we hold an assembly 
to approve the collective agreement, but nobody shows up. Workers comes 
to the union to see how much they will receive as severance pay […] most 
of them don’t even appear. It’s hard to get… it’s complicated. We know that 
we have 300 rural workers here. Where are they? In any case, the assalariado 
is always intimidated by the patrão. It is the patrão who commands. (STR, 
Venâncio Aires)

The relationship between rural workers and their union is often limited 
to the medical assistance services that several sindicatos provide. My data 
may not involve a large sample, but interviewees are unique: “with few 
exceptions, workers do not even know if there is a signed collective agree-
ment in force or not” (STR, Santa Cruz do Sul). If I ask a regular hired 
assalariado who frequently uses the local sindicato’s services (if the union 
in question makes them available), it is likely that he knows of the presence 
of a collective agreement. However, when I meet a worker who does not 
have a formal job and who works and lives in a rural area, it is likely that 
he knows little to nothing about bargaining, trade unions or labor rights.

They don’t even have a clue about   the existence of a collective agreement. 
(STR, Venâncio Aires)

Is there a union in town? Yes. But is it for the employees or only for small 
farmers? […] My colleagues don’t know anything about it. […] I know 
there is a collective agreement, but many assalariados don’t. (Rural worker, 
Venâncio Aires)
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Here, there are many assalariados. There are also many caseiros [a rural 
worker who lives in the fazenda, generally alone, and takes care of the house 
and the cattle]. Sometimes employees have been formally hired with a labor 
book [carteira de trabalho], sometimes not. There are the good assalariados 
and the bad ones. There are drunks. […] They don’t know anything about 
unions or collective agreements. They don’t know what these things are. 
(Fazendeiro, São Borja)

Once there was a rural worker who was wearing a Farsul t-shirt. Yes, the 
employers’ union. And he was proud of it. He failed to understand the dif-
ference among workers’ and employers’ unions. (STR, Arroio Grande)

When the union is active, it offers medical services, and union leaders 
reach out to rural workers: “you find workers who appreciate the sindicato 
and know what a collective agreement is” (STR 2, Vacaria). On the con-
trary, when the union for some reason is not interested in representing 
workers (which is in several cases as I will soon explain) and doesn’t make 
itself relevant to them, the assalariados are completely isolated and know 
nothing about the sindicato, social assistance service for workers or labor 
rights. It is therefore difficult to build a class identity. Thus, other identi-
ties, albeit blurred and incongruent, take over: “keeping the family”, 
“thinking for oneself”, “God”, “to be a good man”, “the service”, “the 
right way”, “hold on and carry on”.

In a focus group with three female workers in Vacaria, I was trying to 
understand how they discussed work and wages as well as their relationship 
with the union. I was curious to see how they argued trade union issues 
among themselves. One worker suggested that trade union issues are asso-
ciated with politics, which often causes embarrassment. In times of crisis, 
especially when working for a large fruit packing company such as the one 
in Vacaria, it is better to avoid talking about politics at work and settle for 
what you already have:

I thank God for being here, for having my job. Sure, it could be better, but 
it could also be much worse. […] We are fine. We work. They treat us well. 
We can’t complain. […] There is no talk of politics at work. It is better for 
us. (Rural worker 7, Vacaria)

Following up, I asked the worker if one can live decently with a salary 
like hers.
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We have many problems. Gas, electricity, rent. I have a lot of expenses. 
Luckily my daughter is grown up and she is working right now. It’s hard. 
(Rural worker 7, Vacaria)

There is not much room to develop class identity. Some assalariados 
have a backyard garden (some even have a larger field where they can raise 
some cattle), and they hope to become small farmers one day. A rural 
worker in Vacaria told me the following:

My husband owns a small plot of land. If I had better conditions, I would 
even change jobs. My husband lives on the farm. I was born on that farm. 
We have some animals there, but there are no conditions to make a living 
from it. We have few animals. I can’t stop working now. Who knows, maybe 
one day I will raise cattle. (Rural worker 5, Vacaria)

Building a class identity is also difficult because of the physical distance 
between fazendas (and among workers) as well as because of the political 
and social climate.

The farms are far from each other. Several fazendas have no easy access to 
the road. The worker is isolated during the work shift and the fazendeiros 
don’t let trade unionists in. Workers don’t talk about politics… and they 
don’t talk about politics also because the patrão is in any case fan of 
Bolsonaro […] while unions are ‘the absolute evil’. (STR, XX)

These days, it’s best not to discuss politics at work. You cannot predict the 
reactions of the employer. And my colleagues are all a little afraid to discuss 
politics. (Rural worker 3, Vacaria)

The word “class” appeared just two times in my interviews, and it was 
not a rural salaried worker who mentioned the term. The first time it was 
the president of a local sindicato ruralista (i.e., fazendeiros’ union).

The sindicato [ruralista] must defend our class interests, those of the farm-
ers, be they small or large. There are no differences between farmers. 
(Sindicato ruralista, Arroio Grande)

The second time, it was in an interview with the president of a local 
STR in Caxias do Sul:
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Since December of last year [2020], we no longer represent the assalaria-
dos, just family farmers […] We have never signed a specific collective agree-
ment for the assalariados. The assalariados are another class. They are not 
family farmers. They should unionize, in a different class than ours. (STR, 
Caxias do Sul)

The mention of class in the first interview did not particularly surprise 
me, nor did the fact that it was mentioned by a representative of the fazen-
deiros who defined the fazendeiros as a single social class. This second 
interview, however, intrigues me. It is assumed that the president of a local 
STR represents rural workers, but that’s not quite the case. Why did an 
STR leader tell me that the assalariados belong to another class?

safety at Work

Rural work is not only poorly paid but also very risky. In Rio Grande do 
Sul, the official number of fatal workplace accidents in agriculture is sig-
nificant and has risen from 59 in 2018 to 77 as of November 2019 (Fetar, 
2019). The cause is mainly accidents involving tractors (19 in 2018, 23 in 
2019) or electric shock (12 in 2018, 9 in 2019). However, accidents that 
happen to informal workers are not recorded in police reports. Scholars 
point out a significant difference between officially registered accidents 
measured by workers’ compensation claims (139 deaths in 2016, across all 
economic sectors) and the official records obtained from the police and 
public health authorities (Rodrigues et al., 2019), who registered at least 
506 victims of fatal occupational accidents in 2016, 502 of which were 
due to violent causes. The survey also reports that the highest fatal acci-
dent rates involve small businesses, unregistered workers and the agricul-
tural, civil construction and cargo transportation sectors. Considering 
this, the number of fatal accidents in the agricultural sector could exceed 
200 victims per year in Rio Grande do Sul, out of a total of about 160,000 
workers, including both formally hired and informal workers (Fetar, 2019).

A 2001 survey has signaled the risks of the workplace in rural Rio 
Grande do Sul (Fehlberg et al., 2001). Out of the 580 respondents, 63 
rural workers (11%) reported at least one work-related accident in the 
previous 12 months. There were 82 accidents during the study period, 
mainly related to the use of hand farm tools (29%) and livestock manage-
ment (27%). The main types of injuries were cuts (50%), bruises (13%) and 
burns (9%). The body areas most frequently involved were hands (34%), 
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feet (29%) and legs (18%). Among the injured rural workers, only 32% 
were treated for their wounds or injuries.

Interviewees reported the circumstances of accidents in detail, as well as 
the union’s support and the often-questionable attitudes of the fazen-
deiros. One example comes from an interview with Juvenal (a rural sala-
ried worker living in Uruguaiana, a municipality located at the western 
end of the state of Rio Grande do Sul) and Olíbio (the president of the 
Uruguaiana rural workers’ union). I met them in a neighborhood on the 
outskirts of Uruguaiana. Juvenal suffered a serious work accident a few 
weeks before the interview: the incident led to the amputation of three 
fingers on his left hand. Juvenal explained the work accident:

I was taking care of the harvest. The patrão put a kid to work on the 
machine, a thresher, but he wasn’t very prepared. I wanted him to put 
someone on it who understood it better, but he said: ‘No, I’ll put my cousin 
on it, because the kid is the one who will do the cutting’ […] And the kid 
kept the machine cutting, but the machine got clogged. I went to assist the 
boy. I had a look, I cleaned out what was stuck inside and I went to the 
other side of the tractor, and when I pulled a strap, the kid pressed a button 
in the cabin and my hand went down […]. They didn’t call an ambulance. 
There was a trucker there […] He took me to town. And from there, directly 
to the UPA [emergency care unit]. I was brought to Santa Casa Hospital 
and there […] I had surgery, and everything. Then, when everything passed, 
I spoke to Olíbio [the local STR leader] and he took me to the police station 
to register the incident, the work accident. The patrão did not even show up 
to the hospital, from April until now […] nothing. We went to court; we 
made a deal, and everything passed. He paid nothing. After that, I reported 
[the accident] to the local police […] Now, he must give me 600 bags of rice 
a year and pay the equivalent of 48 months of minimum wage over 4 years. 
That was the deal, but I don’t know if I’ll get it, right […] 600 bags per year 
for 4 harvests, every April 30th, he must give them to me. (Rural worker 1, 
Uruguaiana)

In other cases, the sindicato intervened only after the accident, when it 
did at all. Some unions carried out work safety campaigns, especially those 
affiliated with Fetar. However, not all workers’ unions are committed to 
work safety issues.

In Uruguaiana, I also met other rural salaried workers. Euclides told 
me of when he had a kidney stone and the patrão took advantage of the 
illness to fire him.
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It happened in May 2019. I was harvesting […] and I suddenly felt sick. I 
was eating and it hurt […]. They brought me into town. They took me to 
the emergency room where they ran some tests, and they found a kidney 
stone. I was treating myself on my own […]; I requested worker’s compen-
sation, but they told me that they didn’t have any money […] and they said 
to me, ‘if you want, I’ll make a deal with you’. I said ‘ok’ at the time […] I 
didn’t know anything. I didn’t expect that I would be without unemploy-
ment insurance. The owner did not want to report the issue to the sindicato; 
but I did. The boss told me that they had no relationship with the sindicato 
[…]. I worked on everything, with grease, oil, did everything […]. I was 
working at this company for 18 years. In June, I turn 60. (Rural worker 2, 
Uruguaiana)

Euclides underwent surgery. The local sindicato collected the necessary 
documentation to receive disability from the INSS (Instituto Nacional do 
Seguro Social) [National Institute of Social Security] and attempted to 
make a deal with the company so that they could forward the necessary 
documentation for Euclides to receive unemployment insurance.

This is the effect of the lack of supervision and accountability on the part of 
the ministry and public authorities. There are workers who haven’t been 
able to take a vacation for two years. Fazendeiros don’t pay overtime. 
Sometimes, we can make things a little better, sometimes not: it depends on 
the worker’s education level too. Sometimes workers only learn how to read 
and then begin working, dropping out of school […] if we didn’t act, he 
[Euclides] would be out of the INSS, unprotected and perhaps using his 
savings to support his family. The labor reform affected the social security 
system. One affected the other […] Think about the countryside, where a 
worker may be 70 km away from his workplace and where the public trans-
port system is precarious. A working day is just enough to pay the bus fare, 
and if the salary isn’t enough to earn minimum wage for the month, then 
you must add from your own pocket to be able to count on social security 
benefits. This labor reform has hit the rural worker hard. (STR, Uruguaiana)

Multiple causes and conditions determine working conditions and 
workplace safety. One of the questions raised by the interviewees is the 
so-called polivalência legal [legal polyvalence]: the multitasking 
rural worker.

Because of polivalência, a rural worker can be required to perform various 
tasks (land preparation, planting, cultural treatment, harvesting, cleaning, 
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etc.), handling different equipment. Our sindicato suggests that we avoid 
multitasking. The rural worker can’t do everything […] the rural worker is 
not an electrician […] and the sindicato advises rural workers not to do 
dangerous tasks or operate machines without experience. What then hap-
pens in practice… (STR, Alegrete)

The risks are generally unexpected. It is recognized that working in the 
fields is dangerous, but prevention measures are not always planned.

Two days ago, by mistake, a worker used a sheep tick lotion in the cattle 
bath, which resulted in the death of the animals. The worker was also taken 
to the hospital. The worker knew nothing about using that substance. All 
this, unfortunately, is ordinary. (STR, Alegrete)

A health and safety inspector from the Ministry of Economic Affairs 
commented on a fatal work accident that took place in Cruz Alta a few 
weeks before the interview:

A rural employee was driving a dump truck when a problem occurred with 
the rear bucket. The worker stopped the truck, got out and went to check 
the problem in the back; then the bucket fell on the worker, who died 
instantly. (Ministério Público do Trabalho [MPT] 1, Porto Alegre)

Workers involved in maintenance operations must, by law, be trained 
for the safety of their work activities. In the inspector’s technical report 
about the accident in Cruz Alta (in addition to non-compliance with cer-
tain technical standards) it was found that the workers were not trained to 
perform ordinary working procedures. Additionally, the rural worker was 
alone at the time of the incident, which occurred in an isolated place: 
“unfortunately, his workmates arrived late to the scene of the accident” 
(MPT 1, Porto Alegre).

Respondents report serious problems regarding job security that have 
increased with the closure of the Ministry of Labor (as determined by 
Bolsonaro’s government) and the end of free access to labor courts (which 
is no longer guaranteed since the approval of the 2017 labor reform). 
Because of the labor reform, inspections on the farms are reduced, it is 
more difficult to reach out to the workers and the support of the public 
inspectors is no longer easily available. With regard to these issues, inter-
viewees are univocal and unambiguous:
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The labor reform has had a great impact. The field is not a factory. It is not 
the same. You can’t go with a loudspeaker to the entrance to the farm and 
call all the workers, like in the metallurgical sector. You must visit the fazen-
das, going from farm to farm. But they have their doors closed, whether for 
safety reasons or to inhibit the union or the Ministry of Labor. The fazen-
deiro says: ‘they visit the fazenda to meddle’. In the convenção [collective 
agreement], there is even a clause, under which the union has the possibility 
to visit the farm, but the farmer doesn’t allow this […] Also, today, the 
inspectors of the labor ministry do not have the financial means to visit and 
control the fazendas. They don’t have money for gasoline and do not receive 
per diems to travel overnight. (Contar, Brasília)

After 2017, inspections decreased. They opened space for the fazendeiros. 
In large companies, everything is fine, but in the countryside inspections 
decreased. Informality increased. Oversight decreased even in large compa-
nies […]. You have 30% fewer labor lawsuits. If the worker loses, he must 
pay the court fees. The courts are booked from today until May of next year. 
[…] The government’s intention is to nullify labor justice. […] A regular 
working schedule… is hard to recover. The company says: ‘Come to work, 
work less today. Come tomorrow.’ Imagine when it rains. The worker goes 
home. And when does the company recover those hours from the worker? 
On Saturdays. On holidays. On Sundays. (STR 1, Vacaria)

An inspector from the Ministry of Labor, now retired, told me about 
his ministerial working team.

Before things were different. It was very different. We were young and well- 
organized. It wasn’t just ‘visiting’ the fazendas. We investigated. We were 
organized. We were a team. We planned visits to the companies. While one 
of us was talking to the owner, a colleague of mine was already entering to 
check that no employee escaped. Those who were not legally employed ran 
away. (MPT 3, Porto Alegre)

“Times change rapidly” (STR, Vacaria). The Bolsonaro government 
has taken a step back, and not all rural unions are particularly active or 
interested in issues of safety at work. It is, above all, the Fetar-affiliated 
trade unions that express concerns regarding safety conditions in the 
workplace. Fetar organizes annual information campaigns about the dan-
gers of work (and about the correct use of tractors, silos and pesticides). It 
is mostly Fetar-affiliated unions that promote awareness campaigns on 
workplace safety on local radio stations, in regional meetings with other 
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workers’ unions and, when possible, directly with the workers. Interviewees 
mentioned pesticides: “it is one of the major problems” (STR 1, Vacaria). 
Fetar has already organized several seminars on the issue of pesticides as 
well as produced and distributed a booklet on the topic. Also, Fetar lead-
ers are on a state committee organized around this issue.

The president of the Alegrete Union (a municipality in the western 
region of the state of Rio Grande do Sul) told me the following:

Last week, we had a very dangerous situation. A farm was burning. There 
was a product, a pesticide. And the pesticides for growing rice are very 
strong. All studies are somehow biased. Until we know that product causes 
cancer […] who knows how long it will take. Masks are not 100% safe. 
Overalls for protection […] workers are not always dressed appropriately 
[…] Young people are inattentive. Poisons can enter the lungs. Can it cause 
problems? Yes. But I think there are situations and then there are other situ-
ations. We have the CEREST [Reference Center for Occupational Health] 
here in Alegrete, the regional headquarters, but we don’t even have any 
data. (STR, Alegrete)

Since the workforce is highly informal, controlling the use of pesticides 
becomes even more difficult. For example, Motta (2019) described the 
poisoning of 74 rural wage laborers in Vacaria. In this case, the workers 
didn’t even know who their employers were and they didn’t have any 
information about the pesticides being used (which would have prevented 
a more specific diagnosis). According to a statement taken during this 
police investigation:

About 74 people were hospitalized in the last nine days, most of them with 
pain, probably due to intoxication, without being able to say with certainty 
either the diagnosis or the cause. There is no way to know where people are 
working, because patients themselves do not mention this; however, it is 
known that they come from the orchards. (Health professional testimony, 
police investigation, mid-2000s, cited in Motta, 2019)

Reducing accidents at work is difficult when the union is not commit-
ted, when there is no oversight by the Ministry of Labor, with workers 
who do not report the incidents and in an overly informal labor market.

Bolsonaro’s opinion about pesticides and safety is clear: in 2020, 493 
pesticides were approved, a number even higher than in 2019. In two 
years, President Bolsonaro released almost a thousand pesticides, mostly 
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Chinese. With regard to safety standards, Bolsonaro is even clearer: stan-
dards that protect the health of the worker “make the lives of employers, 
merchants, entrepreneurs, etc. miserable” (Bolsonaro on Twitter, January 
6, 2020). Because of the flexibility of Regulatory Standard number 31 
(NR 31), which specifically addresses health and safety in agriculture, live-
stock, forestry, forestry and fishing, only workplaces with more than ten 
people are required to meet the minimum conditions of comfort, hygiene, 
health and safety.

They want rural workers to go back to pooping in the woods, there is no 
other way to say it. It is absurd that the right is only valid for workplaces 
with more than 10 workers. It is denying basic human rights. I want to 
know what importers of Brazilian agricultural production will think of all 
this. (Contar, Brasília)

When job security policy worsens, working conditions worsen as well.

GettInG a Job

The CAGED database is a record of formal employment. For 2019, it 
identifies more than 80,000 rural workers in Rio Grande do Sul. There are 
17,500 assalariados working in the agricultural sector in the northwest 
(i.e., the Serra regions), which is characterized by smaller farms with a 
more frequent use of agricultural machinery. In the northeast, in the 
Planalto regions, there are 14,400 assalariados. In the central region, 
around the city of Santa Maria, there are more than 10,000 assalariados. 
In the municipalities of the metropolitan region of Porto Alegre, there are 
another 12,000. In the Campanha and in the southern region, a region 
characterized by large fazendas, CAGED reports approximately 28,000 
assalariados. In total, there are nearly 83,000 assalariados. Most of them 
are concentrated in the Campanha and the southern region, that is, on 
large plots of land in the Brazilian Pampa. However, Fetar (2019) esti-
mates that formal and informal labor markets are similar in size in Rio 
Grande do Sul: there is a total amount of around 160,000 salaried work-
ers, half of whom have been hired with no regular work contract.

Motta (2019) suggests that, in Rio Grande do Sul, the combination of 
high labor informality with fragmented union representation, low levels of 
education and unfamiliarity with labor rights could favor social dumping 
mechanisms and produce slave-like conditions at the workplace. Data 
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from the CAGED system show that of the approximately 80,000 rural 
workers 1000 assalariados are illiterate and 14,000 went through no more 
than five years of elementary school. Even though 18,000 have completed 
high school, very few have higher education.

The president of the STR in Mostardas explained to me why this level 
of informality is so worrisome.

I visit workers in their communities. The majority of rural workers come 
from these communities. Workers don’t like to expose themselves very 
much. This is a problem. The patrão keeps chasing after them. Workers have 
a temporary contract for the harvest, which must be renewed each year. This 
is a problem that we have here. The harvest contract starts in September, 
with the preparation of the soil, and goes on until the harvest. Six months. 
There are workers who are old enough to retire, but they worked only dur-
ing the harvest. They have worked for 20 years but, for social security, it’s 
worth only 10 years. Retiring is a problem. They have never had a formal 
contract! We started working to urge formal hiring in 1993. Then it got 
better, but even now we have problems. Bosses don’t sign the labor book. 
[…] The first collective agreement in Mostardas was in 1994. With the con-
venção it got better. At that time, fazendas had machinery, harvesters, hun-
dreds of tractors, but there was not one assalariado with a formal contract. 
There was no record of employees. Very few. […] The first time that farmers 
received public financing to invest in silos to store rice… in order to receive 
funding… they had to demonstrate that they hired regular assalariados 
receiving a salary. What happened? A property with 2500 hectares formally 
had only two employees with a formal contract! The rest… nothing. Now 
they are using more pesticides and machinery. There are fewer assalariados. 
But the informality continues. (STR, Mostardas)

In addition to hiring where the labor book (carteira do trabalho) is 
signed in compliance with the law, there are various other forms of con-
tracting workers. For example, the so-called parcerias frias (false rural 
partnership agreements) and the troca de dias [exchange days], both 
illegal.

I’ll give you an example. Let’s say I am the owner. I have land lying fallow. 
I’m not cultivating or using it in any way. You want to work here. I give you 
20% of the final production. I give you the possibility of working on my 
land. You work the fields and pay all the costs. This is a real partnership. A 
fake partnership is something else. I let you use my land, for the entire har-
vest, and I pay you a salary. I put food on your table. In those months you 
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don’t work, but I pay you a minimum wage. You stay there with your wife, 
your children. Like an employee. Eating, sleeping, and working. In this case 
there is no balance. Half of the year you receive basic foodstuffs, but this is 
not a partnership. You must pay me my costs back. It could even be called 
slavery. You get stuck on the farm. With a debt. And you work for me for 
almost nothing. […] The ‘troca de dia’ is similar: whoever has a field, even 
small, and is not producing, helps another. ‘I help you today, tomorrow as 
well’. Is it a symmetrical relationship? It is often asymmetrical, and it could 
produce extreme exploitation. (MPT 2, Porto Alegre)

On January 28, 2021, the National Day to Combat Slave Labor, an 
operation was carried out across Brazil. In Rio Grande do Sul, the opera-
tion took place in Venâncio Aires and Fontoura Xavier, which led to the 
rescue of three people: a 30-year-old man, a 52-year-old woman and a 
19-year-old young man (the last two, who were mother and child, had 
signs of clear mental disabilities). They had been in a situation analogous 
to slavery for three years on a tobacco field. These rescue operations are 
quite complex. Several institutions took part in the rescue: the Ministério 
Público do Trabalho [Labor Public Prosecutor] (MPT), the Federal Police 
(PF), the Subsecretaria de Inspeção do Trabalho [Subsecretariat of Labor 
Inspection] (SIT), the Federal Public Ministry (MPF) and the Defensoria 
Pública da União [Federal Public Defender’s Office] (DPU). A witness 
who participated in the rescue in Fontoura Xavier reported the following:

Nobody was paid, but the owner promised to pay them. The wife and child 
were fully exploited. There was also a very serious problem due to their 
mental disabilities. They slept beside a container of pesticides. It was a very 
precarious situation. It was shocking. (MPT 2, Porto Alegre)

In Venâncio Aires, police found another four workers living on the farm 
without electricity and running water, while having to use a bucket for 
physiological needs. Their only water source was a well. The workers did 
not have a formal contract and did not receive any remuneration. However, 
a rural worker in Venâncio Aires told me that the facts are perhaps more 
complex than those reported in the newspapers.

That worker was also an alcoholic. He was homeless. The patrão offered 
him a house. Did the patrão try to help him? I don’t know the specifics, but 
the story is more complex. (Rural worker, Venâncio Aires)
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There is another, even more grotesque, aspect of this story: the 
employer was a member of the same sindicato that, in theory, had to rep-
resent the enslaved assalariado. This is the issue of dual representation of 
rural workers by the same union: that is, the sindicato eclético issue, which 
I will discuss later. Anyway, this raises the question: can a sindicato simul-
taneously represent both an employer sued for slavery and the worker who 
lives in slave-like conditions?

The MPT data regarding slavery in Rio Grande do Sul for the period 
2005–2020 include 345 rescues, plus 16 in January and February of 2021 
(Martins, 2021). In addition, 2012 was the year that recorded the highest 
number of people found working in slave-like conditions within the state: 
there were 59 cases, 41 of which were in apple orchards. In the entire 
period analyzed within the state, out of all the economic sectors, agricul-
ture had the most people rescued: a total of 169 cases, representing 48.9% 
of the total (excluding 67 cases in the logging industry). About 12 work-
ers in the rural sector are rescued from conditions analogous to slavery per 
year in Rio Grande do Sul.

In cases like these, local sindicatos are not mentioned in witness state-
ments or in local newspaper articles. So how are workers’ unions dealing 
with this question? In March 2021, 18 workers were rescued from slave- 
like conditions on a property in Campestre da Serra and Antônio Prado, 
in the north of Rio Grande do Sul, on the border with the state of Santa 
Catarina. In October 2020, a woman and her son who lived in Curitibanos 
(a town in Santa Catarina) lured residents with the false promise that they 
would receive a daily wage for their work, along with adequate accommo-
dation and a formal contract. When the rural workers arrived in Campestre 
da Serra and Antônio Prado, they were placed in unsanitary housing, had 
their identity documents withheld and were forced to work without receiv-
ing a salary. They worked in garlic fields and, eventually, harvested onions, 
beets, carrots and grapes on rural properties in the Serra region. The 
exploitation took place for four months, until the Federal Police of Lages 
investigated the case. After that, the police called for the creation of the 
Special Group for the Rescue of Workers in Slave-Like Conditions 
(Antonello, 2021).

Most employees were men (only two were women), less than 30 years old 
and with little education (at most fifth grade) attracted by the job offer dur-
ing the pandemic crisis […] The auditors found that the recruiters threat-
ened the workers, even with the use of a firearm, so that they would keep up 
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their activities and not flee the property. In addition to not paying for their 
work, the recruiters settle up employees with food, beverages and personal 
hygiene products. The price of these products was higher than the market 
price, causing workers to incur debts that they could not pay. They were also 
provided with drugs. Of the 18 employees, only two managed to escape the 
site—one was rescued by his family, who had to pay the amount charged as 
his debt […]. The recruiters acted as intermediaries, known as ‘gatos’, for a 
farmer in Flores da Cunha who leased land in Campestre da Serra. This 
farmer was identified as an employer. He was notified and had to pay, in 
addition to the unpaid wages, severance pay and all other employment ben-
efits, totaling around BRL 150,000. Employees were released to return to 
their homes in their hometowns. (Antonello, 2021)

This is an extreme case, but as in other situations, unions seem to be 
completely absent. In an interview with the newspaper Zero Hora, the 
director of the Legal Department of Farsul, Nestor Hein, who represents 
the fazendeiros, said that all ruralista union members are made aware of 
the situation:

These are isolated cases, not the norm in state […] we still must take care of 
these conceptual reinterpretations because, sometimes, they are gross 
manipulations used to try to inflate statistics. (Martins, 2021)

On the contrary, the data are worrying and may just be the tip of the 
iceberg.

There are few formal complaints made. Who is making these claims? How 
does one make a complaint? Fazendeiros don’t even let us enter the farms to 
inspect. (Contar, Brasília)

In February 2021, the Public Prosecutor for Labor of Rio Grande do 
Sul (MPT-RS) visited a rural property in the municipality of Bento 
Gonçalves (also in the Serra region), accompanied by the state police and 
the superintendent of the Regional Labor and Employment Office in 
order to investigate a complaint regarding work analogous to slavery on a 
grape plantation. At the site, the inspection found an accommodation, 
inside a former aviary that was evidently used as living quarters for the 
workers, according to their investigation. The accommodation did not 
meet minimum standards of hygiene and comfort and was unsuitable for 
a human to live in. At the time of inspection, this space was not being used 
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by workers. The police failed to track down the workers and the investiga-
tion is still ongoing. The employer was given an order to regularize the 
situation and documentation of the workers who worked during the grape 
harvest and to explain the existence of the living premises on his property. 
The MPT, through the regional office at Caxias do Sul, which oversees 
Bento Gonçalves, opened a civil inquiry to investigate the facts. What are 
the workers’ unions of Caxias do Sul and Bento Gonçalves doing? As I 
already mentioned: “We are no longer interested in the assalariados’ 
affairs” (STR, Caxias do Sul).

Slave labor is not “gross manipulation”. It takes place in a milieu of 
informality and social dumping, despicable wages, poverty and exhausting 
work, but it is also a consequence of the lack of interest of workers’ and 
employers’ unions in the issue (with differences that must be specified). 
Without (re)reform in labor relations, extreme cases of slave-like working 
conditions will never disappear. In theory, Farsul and all the other rural 
unions in the state of Rio Grande do Sul could work to reduce informality 
through collective agreements by allowing the union to inspect the estân-
cias and the fazendas or by overseeing layoff procedures at the workers’ 
union offices in order to reduce informality and illegality together. 
However, in practice, the situation is different, and labor remains highly 
risky, precarious and lacking oversight.

It suffices to say that salaried rural workers are uninformed about their 
rights, and police intervene only in response to a formal complaint. It is 
also difficult to counteract social dumping. In the state of Santa Catarina, 
especially on the border with Rio Grande do Sul, sindicatos are even more 
precarious, working conditions are worse and there are no collective agree-
ments: poor workers from Santa Catarina migrate to Rio Grande do Sul 
for better jobs because “they need to work” (STR, Vacaria). Rio Grande 
do Sul is not isolated, and working conditions also depend on internal and 
external migratory flows.
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CHAPTER 3

Aspects of Rural Unionism

Abstract The legal principles of rural trade unionism are discussed in this 
chapter. The case of workers’ unions, their social function and, above all 
else, the collective bargaining system are reviewed in detail. Some contra-
dictions that shape the Brazilian labor relations system are also examined 
in this chapter.

Keywords Rural workers’ unions • Service unionism • Collective 
bargaining

Although Law 13.467/17 altered more than 200 provisions within 
Brazilian labor law, the Consolidação das Leis Trabalhistas [Consolidation 
of Labor Law] (CLT) continues to place trade unions under a significant 
degree of state oversight and intervention (Souto Maior & Severo, 2017; 
Galvão et al., 2019). Law 13.467/17, for instance, maintains the unici-
dade sindical, a legal principle according to which representation of every 
category of worker is compulsory and exercised by a single union, which 
prevents the creation of new sindicatos. Also, collective bargaining contin-
ues to be limited to the local level (usually by município or, at most, 
extended to one or a few neighboring cities) and by the professional sec-
tor. As suggested by Cook (2007), this model of labor relations leads to 
fragmented representation and the scattered diffusion of sindicatos.
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Law 13.467/17 removed important pillars of the (already precarious) 
Brazilian state corporatism model of industrial relations. Firstly, the main 
source of funding for trade unions, the imposto sindical—the payment of 
union dues by the employees, which until 2017 was compulsory and auto-
matically deducted from workers’ salaries—henceforth becomes optional 
(Art. 579). Secondly, the labor reform removed the guarantee that work-
ers were exempt from court fees when filing claims in the labor justice 
system (Art. 790) and drastically reduced the number of ongoing labor- 
related hearings. Finally, the labor reform altered the system of collective 
bargaining and allowed negotiated agreements to override conditions set 
by labor legislation (Art. 611-A). Thus, the logic of collective negotiation 
was turned upside down: by reducing labor rights under the law, signifi-
cant advances in favor of the worker can occur only through negotiating 
better terms.

The “union tax” is now called “union contribution” (Art. 578) and its 
deduction is “conditioned to the previous and express authorization of the 
people who belong to a given professional or economic category or liberal 
profession” (Art. 579, 582, 583). In Brazil, the end of the imposto sindical 
resulted in a loss of approximately 85% of revenue for the unions: from 
BRL 3.64 billion in 2017 to BRL 500 million in 2018. Just in relation to 
Brazilian workers’ unions, the amount collected went from BRL 2.24 bil-
lion in 2017 to BRL 207.6 million in 2018. The reduction that occurred 
within employers’ unions was lower: from BRL 806 million to BRL 207.6 
million. Brazilian unions have been forced to sell off part of their proper-
ties, fire their employees, limit their activities and reduce their provision of 
social services (Freire, 2018; Ribeiro da Costa, 2019). Additionally, when 
unions began to deliberate in workers’ assemblies the maintenance of a 
minor, alternative trade union contribution via collective agreement, the 
Bolsonaro administration implemented a decree-law in March 2019 (MP 
873), which remained in force until June 28, 2019, to preclude such con-
tributions. However, the MP 873 did not become law due to litigation 
and political mobilization taken up by the unions, and therefore the 
decree-law did not permanently take effect.

Before the labor reform, when unions failed to reach a new agreement, 
the existing agreement would remain valid beyond its contractually stipu-
lated term (i.e., the ultra-activity legal principle). Law 13.467 alters this 
principle: “Art. 614 - § 3° A collective agreement may not remain in effect 
for more than two years, with ultra-activity being prohibited”. Thus, ultra- 
activity is no longer permitted by law and the validity of collective 
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agreements are valid only during the period specified within the contract, 
which can be no greater than two years. However, the legal issue is rather 
complex, to the point where the Supreme Federal Court (STF) ruled on 
the constitutionality of article 614  in June 2021. Avoiding this impasse 
generated by the labor reform is now up to trade unions to improve work-
ing conditions via collective bargaining, but “it takes two to tango”: work-
ers’ and employers’ unions must join forces in their negotiations.

Labor reform also created the contractual model of “temporary labor”, 
under which employees must wait to be called up by their employers. If 
they are called up and accept the job but fail to show up, they must pay a 
fine to their employers (Art. 452-A). Of course, if they show up, they will 
only receive payment for the hours they worked. Therefore, there is the 
possibility that workers may be hired and not work for over a month, dur-
ing which time they do not receive any wages. Moreover, temporary work-
ers are not entitled to any paid vacation, a clear violation of article 7 of the 
Constitution.

Labor reform allows for an increase in working hours under individual 
agreements, leading to 12-hour, or longer, working days without any 
breaks. Also, Law 13.467 revoked §§ 1 and 3 of article 477 of the CLT, 
which released companies from the responsibility of having worker layoffs 
approved at the workers’ union offices. The rule, therefore, is that layoffs 
no longer need to be reviewed by the workers’ union. This review can be 
required only if included in a collective agreement. Obviously, labor 
reform has had repercussions on collective bargaining practices. When a 
professional class is not unionized and the unions are divided, there is 
room for further degradation of workers’ rights. In addition to the rules, 
there are informal relationships, which are difficult to report, in the agri-
cultural sector.

In our collective agreement, it is clear. There is a clause that requires that the 
union review layoffs but the patrão tells the worker: ‘don’t go to the union, 
we can solve it, in our office’. (Contar, Brasília)

Similar to the entire system of Brazilian unionism, the legal system 
under which the rural unions of Rio Grande do Sul operate has become 
less stable, which further weakens labor’s position. At this point, each rural 
workers’ union decides how to approach labor representation in this new 
legal scenario, according to their reduced means and moral and political 
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inclinations: unions decide whether to really represent rural workers with 
fewer resources and more effort required or they choose to take a step 
back, avoiding many concerns.

The SindicatoS de trabalhadoreS ruraiS

About 400 rural workers’ unions are active in Rio Grande do Sul, a 
state consisting of 497 municípios. Rural workers’ unions are affiliated to 
one of three union federations present in Rio Grande do Sul: Fetag, Fetar 
and Fetraf. It is important to take into consideration that, under the cur-
rent legislation, unions cannot be members of two federations at the same 
time. Fetag (Federation of Agricultural Workers in Rio Grande do Sul) has 
the greatest number of constituent unions at the state level, with 321 sin-
dicatos (Picolotto, 2014; Favareto, 2006). However, Fetag is dedicated 
primarily to family farmers and not to the assalariados.

Fetag no longer represents assalariados since 2015. Before, we represented 
them. Nowadays, Fetar represents the assalariados in Rio Grande do Sul. 
[…] Everything relevant to the assalariados is with Fetar. […] We work with 
them. (Fetag, Porto Alegre)

A significant number of Fetag-affiliated sindicatos continue to represent 
assalariados, but they are members of a federation that is solely dedicated 
to family farming. This is a complex topic, which I will explain later in this 
chapter. The other two federations combined have a lower number of 
affiliate sindicatos. Fetar (the Federation of Rural Salaried Workers in Rio 
Grande Sul) is solely dedicated to the assalariados. Only eight sindicatos in 
Rio Grande do Sul are Fetar-affiliated, but Fetar attends to other local 
Sindicatos de Trabalhadores Rurais (STRs)—both those affiliated to the 
Fetag and those affiliated to the Fetar—in collective bargaining practices. 
Also, Fetraf (the Federation of Workers in Family Farming) is dedicated 
exclusively to family farmers, like Fetag, and represents about 40 sindica-
tos, the majority of which are dedicated to family farmers.

Fetar was created in 2015, 52 years after the creation of Fetag. Eight 
unions previously affiliated to Fetag decided to create a federation that 
deals specifically with assalariados: Bagé, Vacaria, São Borja, Arroio Grande, 
Santa Vitória do Palmar, Itaqui, Santana do Livramento and Uruguaiana. 
This separation into two federations was not a part of a deliberate plan but 
came about as a consequence of a ministerial note regarding rural workers’ 
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representation. Nelson Wild, who was already Fetag’s vice-president, 
became Fetar’s president (and until the end of February 2016 he main-
tained both titles). In his speech during Fetar’s founding congress, Wild 
reminded those in attendance that it was in Bagé in 1985 that the first col-
lective agreement was signed. Over time, an ever- increasing number of 
workers were taken out of informality, gaining access to healthcare, secu-
rity, food and discounted housing, which led to improvements in their 
quality of life. Wild made assurances that his accumulated experience deal-
ing with this issue in Fetag during the previous 30 years would give him the 
necessary skills to lead the new rural workers’ federation. During the same 
congress the president of the Fetag, Carlos Joel da Silva, said that the two 
federations, Fetag and Fetar, “will work together aiming for the well-being 
of rural workers, whether they are family farmers or rural wage earners” 
and that “the moment is not time to split but a chance to build” (Rachelle, 
2015). After that, however, things turned out a little differently.

While Fetag and Fetar both remain affiliated to the same national trade 
union federation (the Central dos Trabalhadores e Trabalhadoras do Brasil 
[CTB]), the third federation operating in Rio Grande do Sul, Fetraf, is 
affiliated with Central Única dos Trabalhadores (CUT). Fetraf mainly rep-
resents family farmers, especially in the Planalto regions.

We have about 40 sindicatos, between workers’ unions and associations. We 
mainly deal with family farming. Family farming is our history. But I must 
admit that many farmers are hiring assalariados. (Fetraf, Aratiba)

Fetraf only deals with family farming. Especially in the north of the state. We 
try to organize ourselves in this region. We have few projects in common 
with the other federations. We share very little with Farsul, almost nothing: 
we both defend a better retirement pension condition for the farmer. 
However, we consider the family farmer a worker, not an entrepreneur. It is 
a very different view from Farsul. Indeed, on all other issues, such as the 
quality of products, the use of pesticides, government policies, we are totally 
opposed. Farsul considers family farming on the same level as the landowner. 
It is not the same. Of course, family farming also hires the assalariados. But 
there aren’t many cases because human work tends to be replaced by agri-
cultural machinery. Our history is different. It is also different from the 
Contag. (Fetraf, Erechin)

The STR in Mostardas, in the southern region, is one of the few Fetraf- 
affiliated unions engaged with rural salaried workers. As the union’s 
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president explained to me, the sindicato in Mostardas represents solely 
those assalariados working in Mostardas. In other cases, the union repre-
sents workers from several cities.

In this region we have a sindicato in Tavares, and another here in Mostardas. 
And there are others that are extensions of the sindicato in Osório. Major 
unions in this region are affiliated with Fetag. Maybe Osório will join Fetar, 
the federation dissident from Fetag […] We have a different way of looking 
at union issues. The point is that most sindicatos are not involved with wage 
earners. For example, in Tavares there isn’t a collective agreement. There, 
the salary for a rural worker is linked to the minimum salary fixed by the 
state. Sometimes they use our agreement as a reference. We negotiate every 
year. We get involved. In Tavares, rural workers have no other labor rights: 
they don’t have a collective agreement and thus no contractual clauses that 
improve their working conditions. In Palmares, yes, they have a convenção 
coletiva [collective agreement] because the Osório union held a collective 
agreement and Palmares is included in Osório representation. Palmares is an 
‘extension’ of Osório. […] We are not only concerned with collective bar-
gaining but also with the health of the worker. For example, the issue of 
pesticides. (STR, Mostardas)

In order to reach a collective agreement, each STR must be authorized 
by a carta sindical [union charter] issued by the Minister of Labor. At the 
moment, most of these sindicatos are sindicatos ecléticos, which are work-
ers’ unions, and carta sindical, which represent two distinct professional 
categories: family famers and salaried rural workers. Both were included, 
until 2014, within a single rural workers’ union. The carta sindical details 
the two categories that the STR can represent. This “double” representa-
tion has created debates and controversies over time that are destined to 
grow: which group is being represented by a STR? Is it the assalariados, 
the family farmers, or both, as has been the case in the past?

The issue was unsettled until the Ministry of Labor issued a clarification 
through nota técnica [technical note] n. 88 of 2014. The consensus 
toward a new normative framework for rural salaried workers was consoli-
dated based on Decree-Law no. 1166, of April 15, 1971 (where the dif-
ferences between rural salaried and family farmers was originally defined). 
Subsequently, nota técnica n. 88 allowed the dissolution of the so-called 
“eclectic category of rural worker” into the separate categories of “rural 
salaried workers” (i.e., the assalariados) and “family farmers” (Picolotto, 
2014, 2018; Brazil, 2014). However, until a few years ago, the separation 
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of rural salaried workers and family farmers through the formation of 
another specific trade union system mainly took place at the confederation 
(Contag and Contar) or federation (Fetag and Fetar) level. On the other 
hand, about 130 rural sindicatos representing local employers—fazen-
deiros, large landowners and farmers—are affiliated only with Farsul 
(Federação da Agricultura do Estado do Rio Grande do Su): capital is 
clearly united while labor is divided.

The issue is certainly controversial. While sindicatos have tended to 
remain eclectic until recently, a growing group of Fetag-affiliated unions 
in the last few years have been attempting to change their statutes so that 
they represent only family farmers: these rural unions are no longer STR; 
they become STAFs (Sindicatos dos Trabalhadores da Agricoltura Familiar) 
[Family Farming Workers’ Unions]. The 400 workers’ unions present in 
Rio Grande do Sul are now divided between STRs and STAFs: while most 
of the unions in Rio Grande do Sul remain STRs, a growing number, 
especially in the Serra and central regions, have decided to no longer rep-
resent assalariados and therefore become STAF. At the moment, there are 
37 STAF in Rio Grande do Sul. Union sources and interviews indicate a 
recent turning point: many Fetag-affiliated unions no longer want to rep-
resent assalariados.

Some questions come to mind: who is representing the assalariados in 
those municipalities where there is no longer an STR? Considering these 
recent trends, do all STRs sign collective agreements? Is the sindicato eclé-
tico—representing both salaried workers and family farmers (i.e., employ-
ees and employers)—a contradiction? Do unions that remain STRs and are 
affiliated with either Fetag or Fetraf truly represent assalariados?

It is also evident that there are different and divergent positions on this 
point, even between unions belonging to the same federation. Fetag and 
Fetag-affiliated unions report the following:

All the unions in the region are trying to become STAFs. This is the trend. 
(STR, Antônio Prado)

This eclectic union system is not working at all. (STR, Venâncio Aires)

In December 2020, we successfully modified our union charter (carta sindi-
cal). Now we only represent family farmers. Unions in the region no longer 
want to represent wage earners. […] We had a union charter that allowed us 
to sign convenções coletivas but we never signed a specific collective agree-
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ment for the assalariados. We provide counseling in the case of dismissal, 
but in just a few cases. (STR, Caxias do Sul)

Since 2015, we don’t represent the assalariados anymore. The trend is to 
become STAF.  I don’t know exactly how many STRs are changing their 
charters. (Fetag, Porto Alegre)

In meetings with other workers’ unions in the region, there is a lot of discus-
sion about becoming a STAF. ‘Why?’ I ask. We have rural salaried workers 
here. Why don’t we represent assalariados anymore? If we (a Fetag-affiliated 
union) don’t represent the assalariados, who will represent them? If we 
decide to end double representation … who represents the assalariados? 
[…] And we also provide them with medical assistance. (STR, 
Flores da Cunha)

Since 2015, we decided to no longer represent the assalariados. This was 
decided by the union before I began working here. At the moment, we are 
changing our charter. Now, the Ministry of Labor should approve our new 
status and change the union’s charter. (STR, Santa Cruz do Sul)

We have never signed a collective agreement. Also, we recently changed the 
statute: now we only represent family farming. (STAF, Canguçu)

Fetar and Fetar-affiliated unions report the following:

There is this question of the eclectic union. It makes the entire system [of 
labor relations] difficult. (Fetar 1, Porto Alegre)

In other Brazilian states, unions clearly are heading towards dissociation. In 
Rio Grande do Sul, it is a little different. Also, the jurisprudence and the 
judiciary are not clear at all. They have changed their interpretation over 
time. You can now even join more than one federation, according to some 
legal interpretations […] in any case, I think we took a step forward. Before, 
the assalariados were within the Fetag. Now, after the separation, we have 
more space. Within the structure of family farming [the Fetag], we did not 
have enough space. There was just a department dedicated to the assalaria-
dos. Now we have a federation. Do we need to move forward in Rio Grande 
do Sul? Advance more decisively? Yes, we definitely do, we need to move 
forward toward creating regional unions to represent assalariados. (STR, 
Arroio Grande)
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We are an STR, and we must reduce conflicts between the two groups. 
Saturday, I was in Bagé. I was attending an assembly of employers who build 
fencing. There was an associate of ours who had hired three employees with-
out signing their carteiras de trabalho [work book]. One of them gets 
injured. A pretty deep cut. What do I tell his employer? The employee needs 
a formal contract, and his employer has to sign his carteira de trabalho. 
Nothing happened. […] Both the employer and the employee are members 
of our union. So, we sought to reach an agreement between the two and get 
the employee’s carteira de trabalho signed. They reached an agreement 
without signing his carteira. It was very expensive for the employer to 
resolve. The two are members of the same union. We must manage conflicts, 
but we don’t always succeed. (STR, Bagé)

The situation is troubling throughout the state. There are municipalities 
where there are many assalariados without a collective agreement. 
(STR, Vacaria)

It is therefore a real and complex scenario with different logics of mobi-
lization, political values and union histories. “There are too many differ-
ences […] it’s too complicated to continue like this” (STR, Santa Vitória 
do Palmar). These differences, however, combine with the contradictions 
of the Brazilian system of labor regulation and these institutional pressures 
are internalized at the level of individual unions. Now, it is the union itself, 
every single union, that decides how to deal with these different dilemmas.

ColleCTive Bargaining

Collective bargaining takes place between two unions at the local level: an 
STR (workers’ union) bargains to reach a collective agreement with the 
local employers’ union (the sindicato ruralista). Farsul supports its affili-
ated sindicatos ruralistas while Fetar backs every single STR that actually 
makes an effort to sign a collective agreement, regardless of whether they 
are affiliated with Fetar. If an agreement between the two sindicatos is not 
reached, a labor judge resolves the dispute and determines the contents of 
the collective agreement. The latter takes place only if the workers’ union 
takes the employers’ union to court.

There are 120 active collective agreements in Rio Grande do Sul, but 
this leaves a large part of the state’s territory uncovered. This means that 
not all STRs reach collective agreements. Out of the 497 municipalities in 
Rio Grande do Sul, 34.6% are covered by a collective agreement while 
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65.4% are not. It is important to analyze these data, considering the num-
ber of rural workers within the municipalities of the region. In the south-
ern regions (the South and the Campanha), which are composed of 
municipalities that are characterized by large land holdings and a signifi-
cant presence of assalariados, the percentage of cities that are covered by 
collective bargaining agreements is significantly higher. On the other 
hand, in the northern, central and eastern regions, this percentage is dras-
tically lower. These municipalities are characterized by small land owner-
ship and a lower number of rural workers when compared with the 
latifundios of the southern regions. In total, about 60,000 workers are 
covered by a collective agreement (72.7%) while 22,500 are not (27.3%).

There are about 120 conventions in force in Rio Grande do Sul. We have 
the southern region, the border region and the central one, where a major-
ity of salaried workers are concentrated. We started to sign conventions in 
the border region, then we began covering more regions but there are still 
regions that do not have coverage, such as the Serra. In Rio Grande do Sul, 
we have around 200,000 rural employees, and we represent maybe 75% of 
those workers, not even 80% of rural employees. […] We even have some 
situations… where there is no employers’ union and we negotiate directly 
with Farsul, the employers’ federation. Where there is no negotiation and 
no agreement, the state legal minimum wage, fixed by the law, is in force. 
Until 2001, the minimum wage did not exist. Since then, those who don’t 
have a current collective agreement receive only the minimum wage. But the 
big problem in our state is still informality in the labor market, which is 
huge, and after the labor reform and the dismantling of the Ministry of 
Labor informality has increased a lot. (Fetar 1, Porto Alegre)

It is also true that the smaller presence of assalariados in a município 
would reduce the concern of the local union in reaching a collective bar-
gaining agreement. The CAGED system registers that in 341 municipali-
ties (68.6% out of the total) there are less than 100 regular rural workers. 
However, in Rio Grande do Sul, 62 municípios are not covered by a col-
lective agreement despite there being more than 100 active rural workers 
registered in the município. More than half of these cases are in the Serra 
and the Planalto (see Table 3.1).

There are cases like Caxias do Sul, which has over a thousand assalariados 
that are regularly hired, but who knows how many informal ones […] for 
whom there is no collective agreement. (STR, XX)
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I would like to know why, in Canguçu, which has more than a thousand 
assalariados, they do not reach a collective agreement. What prevents them 
from making a collective agreement? (STR, X)

A descriptive analysis and a multiple correspondence analysis suggest 
some answers to the previous questions (Di Franco, 2006). As explained 
in the methodological notes in this text’s introduction, I collected data 
directly from sindicatos and complemented these data with ministerial 
sources. The percentage of agreements present in the municipalities of Rio 
Grande do Sul is distributed by region (the p value for the chi-square test 
is significant). Table 3.1 explains in detail this non-homogeneous distribu-
tion of collective agreements among the regions of Rio Grande do Sul.

I also performed a multiple correspondence analysis in order to confirm 
my qualitative findings and to obtain a more detailed overview among 
four nominal variables: (1) federation (three categories: Fetag; Fetar; 
Fetraf); (2) regions (five categories: Planalto; Serra; central region; metro-
politan region of Porto Alegre; Pampa); (3) rural workers (the number of 

Table 3.1 Presence of a convenção coletiva [collective agreement] in the munici-
palities of Rio Grande do Sul (cross-tabulation)

Collective agreement Total

Yes No

Northwest (Planalto) 60 156 216
27.80% 72.20% 100%

Northeast (Serra) 13 41 54
24.10% 75.90% 100%

Western Central region (Central region) 22 9 31
71.00% 29.00% 100%

Eastern Central region (Central region) 10 44 54
18.50% 81.50% 100%

Metropolitan region of Porto Alegre 27 71 98
27.60% 72.40% 100%

Southwest (Pampa/Campanha) 18 1 19
94.70% 5.30% 100%

Southeast (Pampa/South region) 22 3 25
88% 12% 100%
172 325 497
34.60% 65.40% 100%

p < 0.000
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rural salaried workers in each municipality; four categories: 0–50 rural 
salaried workers; 51–100; 101–300; above 301); (4) collective agreement 
(presence of a legal convenção coletiva; two categories: yes; no). Only the 
first two factors of the multiple correspondence analysis have been consid-
ered (84.7% of the total variance is explained by the model): the first 
dimension explains 54.4% while the second one explains 30.4%. The first 
dimension discriminates above all the number of assalariados, the presence 
of a collective agreement and the regions.

Figure 3.1 corresponds closely to what I observed in my interviews. 
The proximity of two categories, in Fig. 3.1, observed in relation to the 
two dimensions indicates a large, positive correlation between categories 
as measured by the chi-square test. The category Fetar is correlated with 
the Pampa and >301, both on dimensions 1 and 2. Fetar-affiliated unions 
sign collective agreements, and they are most present where there is a 
greater number of assalariados, particularly in the southern region (the 
Pampa and the Campanha). The category Fetar (on the top right) is sig-
nificantly different from the category No: Fetar (on the left). The three 
federations are positioned in three different quadrants: this indicates dif-
ferent patterns of association between Fetar, Fetag, and Fetraf. The Fetag 
category is close to the categories No and 101–300 on both dimensions 
and is also significantly different from the category >301. The Fetraf cat-
egory is close to the categories No, Planalto and 51–100, especially in the 
first dimension. The proximity of the categories No, 51–100 and 101–300 
on the first dimension, the one which explains the greatest variance, sug-
gests that a significant part of Fetag-affiliated and Fetraf-affiliated unions 
do not sign collective agreements, a concerning trend for rural unionism.

negoTiaTing Clauses

The presidents of Fetar-affiliated unions mention a set of limitations 
that affect collective bargaining. They recall the mechanisms included in 
Law 13.467 (among all, the prevalence of negotiated terms over legisla-
tion) but also specific elements of rural culture (Colvero et  al., 2014). 
Protests are very rare, and it is difficult to visit the fazendas to talk with 
workers. As many union leaders say: “because of distances in rural areas we 
can’t visit the farms” (STR, Uruguaiana). The presidents of STRs also 
mention resistance from sindicatos ruralistas and Farsul.
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Nowadays, when you try to include one more clause, the sindicato ruralista 
demands you remove another. And if the sindicato ruralista doesn’t sign 
[the convenção], it’s a problem. (STR, Vacaria)

The current scenario is described below:

When you enter into a collective agreement, you move towards regular and 
better work. A series of mechanisms is created which goes beyond the con-

Fig. 3.1 Multiple correspondence analysis plot for dimensions 1 and 2 
(categories)
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tract itself: here we are! Workers can also recognize your work, which 
improves the quality of rural labor. (Fetar 1, Porto Alegre)

In the event of employee dismissal, the worker can come here to the union 
to check that everything is in order. This is no longer required by law, but 
the collective agreement makes it possible and the process remains valid. 
The STR can check the employee’s entire work history to ensure that all 
labor rights have been respected and that everything is in order. (STR, Quaraí)

It has become more difficult to negotiate because of labor reform. We have 
to fight today to recover many clauses that were previously included in the 
collective agreement. (STR, Alegrete)

After negotiations, the convenção has to be approved by the assembly. 
In most sindicatos it is difficult to bring workers together in assemblies to 
approve the agreement.

Union assemblies take place with 200/300 workers, but we have 3,000 
members. Employers do not give time off for the workers to go out and 
attend the assembly. We once had 700 workers present in the assemblies, but 
now there are not even 300. […] The latifundios are very strong here. [The 
salary] is around BRL 1,200 [in 2019]. With ‘hazard pay’, it goes up to 
1,400 BRL. They have overtime, which the worker confuses with their sal-
ary, and then it sometimes goes up to 2,000 or more. But the worker is on 
the job at least 12 hours during the harvest, working day and night. (STR, 
Uruguaiana)

Workers do not show up to the assembly. What can we do? (STR, 
Venâncio Aires)

As reported in the interviews, when there are no other alternatives, the 
sindicato is indeed “seen by the workers as a last resort” (STR, Uruguaiana). 
In other words, even when a union is frequently active, the political cul-
ture of the countryside does not favor unionism or collective mobilization. 
Rural labor relations occur within this social milieu. The absence of strikes 
and protests also negatively impacts collective bargaining: without worker 
engagement or strikes, the convenção process is limited to a set of formal 
meetings that take place between workers’ and employers’ 
representatives.
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Throughout Uruguaiana’s history, we had only one work stoppage, with 17 
workers on a farm, […] The quarrel with the fazendeiro was all about wages 
and productivity. (STR, Uruguaiana)

No, in our rural areas there has never been a strike; the settlers are the ones 
who strike. Sometimes we join them. The employee comes here and com-
plains to the sindicato and we listen and seek to negotiate on their behalf. 
(STR 2, Santana do Livramento)

In the countryside it is difficult to have one [a strike]. [It is difficult] to 
gather a large group of workers. This is because of the distance between the 
fazenda and town. Something changed a few years ago. Now, because of 
collective agreements, there are not as many complaints […] if you respect 
the agreement, you avoid complaints […] then, it calmed down a little, and 
when sindicatos are more active there is less informality. (Fetar 1, 
Porto Alegre)

Strike? I have never participated in one. (Rural worker 3, Vacaria)

As far as I can remember, I have never gone on strike. We assalariados are a 
bit timid. (Rural worker, Mostardas)

Unfortunately, Sistema Mediador (http://www3.mte.gov.br/siste-
mas/mediador/ConsultarInstColetivo) does not provide access to all of 
the conveções signed in Rio Grande do Sul. However, out of a sample of 40 
it was possible to observe the most important clauses included in conven-
ções coletivas. Collective agreements are typically similar with no significant 
differences either between regions or over time. Company-wide agree-
ments are also very rare.

The most pronounced regional difference involves the collective agree-
ments of assalariados who work in the soy fields of the southern region, 
which tend to be more generous. Even so, wages remain extremely low. 
Collective bargaining leads to a wage higher than the state minimum and 
generally adjusts for inflation. Most collective agreements involve signifi-
cant wage readjustments, approximately 4% of the base salary. At the end 
of the first half of 2021, Fetar had reached a 90% renewal of collective 
labor agreements (the remaining conventions have their renewal in July 
and August of 2021). The 2021 negotiations have shown increases in real 
wages above 0.5%, adjusting for inflation with the INPC (National 
Consumer Price Index) as a reference (Fetar 2, Porto Alegre).
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The 2020 collective agreements are very similar to those from 2019, 
which in turn are similar to those signed in 2018: after the 2017 labor 
reform, workers’ unions have tried to preserve achievements reached prior 
to the reform.

Collective agreements are extremely important for rural unions. The 
convenção coletiva makes union financing possible because of “union con-
federative contribution”; it allows unions to conduct spot inspections at 
fazendas and give workers time off when there is a trade union meeting or 
assembly. Also, clauses included in the convenção coletiva make it possible 
for layoffs to continue being reviewed by the union.

Analyzing the collective agreements, I routinely found clauses about 
participation in the assembly, even if such participation is not respected. In 
almost all the convenções there is a clause regarding union dues. However, 
the so-called “confederative contribution” is less than previously obliga-
tory union dues, and, in any case, it is always voluntary. The worker can 
also recover the amount after a formal request sent to the union. In most 
collective agreements, the amount paid for food and accommodation is 
established: it is important to fix costs, which cannot be excessive, to avoid 
a real dependence of the eventually indebted worker on the employer.

In addition to the clauses just mentioned, collective agreements always 
contain other significant clauses; for example, the addition of hazard pay 
(which increases the salary by about 10%) and funeral benefits (in the 
event of an employee’s death, his family receives an amount equivalent to 
a month’s minimum wage).

Other clauses are present in half of the collective agreements I analyzed. 
The so-called quadriênio is important to raise the salary: when an assala-
riado completes four years of work with the same company or fazenda, he 
is entitled to a 5% increase in his salary. While not always respected, such a 
fundamental clause (which may or may not be present) allows the worker 
to review the terms of his dismissal with the union, where the sindicato 
checks the worker’s entire history on that job, including his paychecks, 
and eventually requests severance pay from the employer. In half of the 
contracts I reviewed, the job titles and corresponding salaries were diversi-
fied. For example, the foreman (capataz) has a higher base salary.

In one out of every five contracts, there is a clause about the union’s 
ability to conduct site inspections at farms, something that is rarely hon-
ored by the fazendeiros. Less frequent is a bonus for working nights (pres-
ent in one of every three agreements). In one out of ten convenções, there 
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is a transport assistance clause for the rural worker as well as support to pay 
for their children’s day care.

Clauses such as the bank of hours or the doma (taming of horses) are 
important but much less common. In the case of the doma, when a rural 
worker tames a horse, he earns the equivalent of a month’s minimum 
wage. Without a clause like this, horse training would be required by the 
fazendeiro without the worker receiving additional compensation. 
However, the price for taming a horse by hiring a professional on the mar-
ket is two to three times higher than the minimum wage.

In few contracts there are also clauses about extra food given for pro-
ductivity, usually rice or meat. Employee participation in company profits 
is rare.

There are a few clauses in the convenções that involve social benefits. For 
example, the 25th clause of the convention in force in Santa Vitória do 
Palmar on the recognition of medical certificates to justify the worker’s 
absence says that “employers will recognize as valid medical and dental 
certificates given by professionals who provide services to the STR of Santa 
Vitória do Palmar”; these clauses, specific but limited to medical certifica-
tion, are found in very few convenções. In terms of safety in the workplace, 
collective agreements contain few clauses. These clauses are difficult to 
negotiate and it is almost impossible to control how they are implemented. 
Additionally, the convenção rarely discusses workplace safety issues, which 
are mostly limited to the employer’s obligations to providing a medical kit 
containing first aid for injured employees: “we try to put these clauses 
inside the agreement but there is resistance […] also, do they really apply 
them?” (STR, Uruguaiana).

As mentioned previously, work in rural areas is not safe. With the reduc-
tion of public resources available for the SUS [Unified Health System] 
(Brazil’s public healthcare system) together with increased demand for 
medical care, attempts to include clauses on safety in the collective agree-
ment are natural. For example, in Uruguaiana:

Employers almost always want to include only economic clauses, and even 
these only with great difficulty. They just want to ignore inflation. They 
mainly refuse to put in clauses that include penalties: we can never put some-
thing like ‘if this happens, then that will happen’; it is only left up to what is 
in the existing legislation. The same thing happens with workplace safety 
conditions. Another example is that the law obliges the boss to provide har-
nesses, which is the equipment for riding horses, but there is no clause that 
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says what will happen if they are not provided; then if it goes to the courts 
and nothing is solved, it ends up as a dead clause. (STR, Uruguaiana)

Collective bargaining does not allow significant alternatives other than 
those established under the current legislation. Bargaining at the regional 
level, rather than at the municipal level, could change the logic of collec-
tive bargaining and therefore the contents of collective agreements, but:

I’ve said it a thousand times: negotiation at the regional level. Perhaps it 
would improve the content of collective agreements […] Nowadays, bar-
gaining is increasingly difficult […] We hold the assemblies and start trying 
to reserve meetings with employers and sometimes they don’t answer for a 
month. We always meet them there, and there is a lot of resistance. (STR, 2, 
Santana do Livramento)

We are looking for a new collective agreement model. We are thinking about 
reaching regional collective agreements or even a single collective agree-
ment for the state of Rio Grande do Sul. (Fetar 2, Porto Alegre)

Generally, the relations between the workers’ union and the employers’ 
union are not conflictual, but neither are they collaborative. Often these 
relationships begin and end during the collective agreement renewal pro-
cess. In rarer cases, the two unions meet regularly.

I regularly meet the President of the sindicato ruralista. When there is a 
problem, we discuss it. So, I also discuss with employers. I’ll give you an 
example. At a recent event, a worker contacts us: the accommodation where 
he was living, on the fazenda, was in poor condition. We talked with the 
fazendeiro. ‘Let’s discuss the matter!’ And the fazendeiro fixes his housing 
without hesitation and without argument. The relationship can also be 
peaceful. […] What is found in the convenção is only part of the relations 
between unions. (STR, Arroio Grande)

It is also possible that workers’ unions have jurisdiction over different 
territory than the rural workers’ unions: that is, the two union charters 
(carta sindical) are different in terms of what municipalities they cover. 
These asymmetries make collective bargaining difficult.

The carta sindical of the local sindicato ruralista is different from ours and 
covers different municipalities. So, it’s a problem. These days a case hap-
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pened to me. I almost reported it to the public Ministry of Labor. We have 
a convenção here in the city of XXX. Our base is in XXX but we have a branch 
in a neighboring city. But the ruralista union don’t. With whom do we sign 
the agreement? Do we have to sign it with another rural union that has 
responsibility over that municipality? (STR, XXX)

We have a union charter. We can sign a collective agreement. But there is no 
rural union here in Flores da Cunha. So, we must ask the ruralista union in 
Caxias do Sul to sign a convenção with us. But they aren’t interested in sign-
ing a collective agreement with us. (STR, Flores da Cunha)

In summary, in Flores da Cunha there is a workers’ union (Fetag- 
affiliated) with a union charter but there is no corresponding employers’ 
union (sindicato ruralista). The ruralista union with jurisdiction over the 
municipality is based in neighboring Caxias do Sul. There is no active col-
lective agreement in Flores da Cunha or even in Caxias do Sul, where the 
president of the local STR (Fetag-affiliated) is not at all interested in rep-
resenting the assalariados, just family farmers. What catches my attention 
is that Valmir Susin, president of the employers’ union of Caxias do Sul 
(which is affiliated with Farsul), was already president of the STR of Caxias 
do Sul. He moved from the union of rural workers to chair the union 
representing the employer.

Respondents also cite cases in which unions that represent a different 
category of employees negotiate with the sindicato ruralista.

In this region, the food workers’ union deals with collective agreements. We 
don’t sign collective agreements. They negotiate directly with the ruralista 
employers’ union. (Fetraf, Aratiba)

In some municipalities in the region, it is the food trade workers’ union that 
signs the collective agreement for rural workers. What a mess! (STR, 
Venâncio Aires)

Providing serviCes

When I enter the premises of a sindicato, one striking aspect is the pres-
ence of medical clinics there. Behind the reception door, in addition to the 
offices of the union leaders, where compliance with the collective agree-
ment is discussed, I generally observe a waiting room and a dentist’s office, 
a general practitioner, a gynecologist and sometimes even a psychologist. 
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Medical assistance is present in all Fetar-affiliated and most Fetag-affiliated 
unions. Especially in the most isolated towns where public health services 
are even more precarious, the medical assistance service offered by the 
union to rural workers and their relatives is indispensable. Therefore, 
much of the physical space of the unions is occupied by rooms reserved for 
medical care.

We have a doctor here, for us, on Wednesdays and Thursdays; we also have 
an agreement with doctors here in the town center. A general practitioner 
comes here. Workers don’t pay, and the doctor brings some medicine for 
free. Also, depending on the medicine, we have an agreement at a pharmacy. 
And in case the doctor cannot resolve the issue, she refers us to a specialist. 
We had an agreement for surgeries where the workers paid the amount in 
three installments, and hospitalization, if necessary, is free. […] A week ago, 
an injured worker arrived here at the sindicato. He had injured his leg, and 
he asks me: ‘what do I do?’ We told him to go to the hospital. We provide 
services but the sindicato is not a hospital. In these cases, we provided all the 
documentation necessary for the diagnosis. (STR 1, Santana do Livramento)

Here at the sindicato we offer medical assistance for the employee and his or 
her family. We cover the whole family, regardless of how many children. We 
offer routine medical care. We provide dental that covers 50% of the treat-
ment. We also provide good discounts in clinical laboratories […] We have 
many agreements with clinics. Our health system here in town is excellent, 
but there are tests that cannot be conducted here: for example, an ultra-
sound is very expensive. There’s only one doctor. Often, the discount that 
we get in Uruguaiana or Livramento is already significant. We have agree-
ments with all rural unions. If a worker lives here and needs help in Alegrete, 
we invite him to contact the rural union in Alegrete. (STR, 1, Quaraí)

We use the services, here at the union. Dentist, doctor. When we need to… 
we go to the sindicato. We wait for our turn and the doctor meets with us. 
My husband is also allowed to use these services, and my son too. (Rural 
worker 4, Vacaria)

I am here with my son. I’m taking him to the dentist. […] I’m a union 
member. The dentist is quite cheap. (Rural worker 2, Vacaria)

Rural unions perform social services that go beyond mere wage nego-
tiation. The STR in Santo Antônio da Patrulha provides counseling for 
family farmers, even though it doesn’t represent rural workers in collective 
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bargaining. In Santo Antônio, there is no active collective agreement; 
however, some rural salaried workers are union members, and they receive 
medical assistance.

Today we have 70 rural salaried workers. We have a doctor and healthcare 
for them, [but] there is no collective bargaining. I say that with a sense of 
self-criticism. (STR, Santo Antônio da Patrulha)

The tension between class and service unionism is evident. However, 
when locally available medical care is precarious—or even non-existent—
rural unions tend to provide basic medical care services. It has therefore 
not been possible to close the local sindicato to the public during the 
COVID-19 pandemic: “it would represent a retaliation against rural 
workers” (rural worker, Santana do Livramento).

Because of the labor reform that ended mandatory union contributions 
and other provisional measures adopted by Bolsonaro’s administration—
which made it even more difficult to collect union contributions—work-
ers’ loyalty is fundamental. A larger number of members ensure that there 
is adequate funding, which also guarantees the continuity of social assis-
tance provided by the rural unions. The relationship of trust between 
trade union contribution and social protection is now indissociable:

From the signing of the collective agreement, the worker has up to 90 days 
to request back his union dues, but usually no one comes here to request it 
back. Sometimes it’s the employer’s office who comes, not the worker. 
Some bosses come here and say they didn’t collect the worker’s dues. Our 
union employees can even check whether the company has paid or not. 
Then the worker takes up this issue and the company starts to collect. So, we 
can provide medical assistance. […] We have two doctors: BRL 40 for each 
medical appointment. A doctor who treats patients here in town usually 
charges BRL 300 […] We have free medication. Free dental care, and BRL 
20 for dependents. […] Medical care should not be the responsibility of the 
union. The role of the union should be different. But we’re in a country 
where we have nothing. The cost of doctors and dentists that treat patients 
here in the union is half of our total costs [of the union structure]. We spend 
BRL 100,000 a month. That’s a lot. (STR 1, Vacaria)

Even though I was unable to obtain statewide data on the union system 
in Rio Grande do Sul, my research shows that in the Fetar-affiliated unions 
where a collective agreement is in force, which is particularly the case in 
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the southern region and the Campanha, the union also typically provides 
medical care. In regions where there is no collective agreement, the union 
usually does not provide these services. In other cases, the STR acts a wel-
fare provider. This begs an important question: what will happen when the 
STR no longer represents assalariados?

We are ending our representation of the assalariados […] I’m not sure 
what’s going on. We will probably no longer offer medical services to the 
assalariados. Perhaps by paying a fee… (STR, Santa Cruz do Sul)

We offer services only to our family farming members since we became 
STAF. A rural assalariado no longer receives our services: he should already 
be or become a family farmer. (STAF, Canguçu)

All the current STAFs were born as STRs and therefore have offered 
services to both family farmers and assalariados. By changing the statute 
and opting for the representation of just one of these categories, the 
STAFs effectively exclude assalariados from the services provided by the 
union. It is worth mentioning, however, that there are also unions associ-
ated with Fetag that continue to provide medical assistance to the assala-
riados, but those that ended double representation by becoming STAFs 
no longer provide these services to salaried workers.

A Fetraf-affiliated trade unionist (who in turn is affiliated with CUT, 
and not CTB, as in the case of Fetag and Fetar) commented that providing 
health services to workers is outside the realm of union responsibility:

We do not offer services to our associates. We think it’s wrong. The public 
healthcare system must provide treatment, not the union. We therefore have 
no agreements with private hospitals, clinics, etc. The state has to take care 
of it, not the union. (STR, Mostardas)

With regard to the provision of services, there is a relevant difference 
between unions: on the one hand, workers’ unions affiliated with Fetar are 
more engaged in providing health care services to assalariados. On the 
other hand, the issue of service provision is not considered when an STR 
becomes an STAF and the assalariados lose both union representation and 
the material provision of vital services.

STAFs and many STRs—especially those affiliated with Fetag—offer 
targeted services to the small agricultural producer. Family farmers require 
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different services than assalariados. While the assalariado mainly requires 
medical services, family farmers also need professional advice:

We have agronomists who advise [family farmers] on how to invest. We do 
cost analyses. Our members pay half price. We help with Incra [National 
Institute of Colonization and Agrarian Reform] registration for the wine 
companies. We registered 3,000 viticulture sites this year! We take care of 
social security benefits, sick pay, maternity pay, workman’s compensation 
and retirement. We have a lawyer who helps with contracts, files taxes, and 
conducts inventory. (STR, Flores da Cunha)

For interviewees, questions about their unions can be rather embarrass-
ing. Only in rare cases did my interviewees reflect on their own union and 
very few times did they dare to evaluate or express opinions about other 
unions in Rio Grande do Sul. When other unions come up in conversa-
tion, the answers I received often became more nuanced or ambiguous: 
“that’s it”, “what to do?”, “I don’t know what other unions are doing”. 
A question posed by a union leader, reflecting on the changes in Fetag- 
affiliated unions, raises an important point: “Is this a union or a service 
company?” (STR, XX).
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CHAPTER 4

What Is a Rural Union for?

Abstract This chapter explores the contradictions that take place during 
collective negotiations in the agricultural sector of Rio Grande do Sul. A 
comparison with the Argentine model is also provided.
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The relationship between rural workers and sindicatos is certainly com-
plex: the institutional design of Brazilian trade unionism is local and frag-
mentary, and rural workers’ sindicatos are affiliated with three different 
federations, two different confederations and two central unions. A sig-
nificant part of workers’ unions doesn’t sign collective agreements, while 
another part does not even show interest in collective bargaining or rural 
workers’ representation. Rural unionism is also divided between family 
farming and wage labor, Sindicato de Trabalhadores Rurais (STR) and 
Sindicato de Trabalhadores da Agricultura Familiar (STAF), typical class 
unionism and service unionism, a passionate and exclusive dedication 
toward the assalariados and a more flexible one, which is in some cases 
hostile to rural workers. Not all rural workers’ unions in Rio Grande do 
Sul are truly committed, and not even their presence guarantees workers’ 
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representation. Of course, representation occurs with significant differ-
ences: namely, Fetar-affiliated unions are more committed.

How can worker representation be improved? Interviewees suggest 
that organizing a different type of negotiation and collective bargaining 
(centralized at the regional or state level) and setting up new regional 
sindicatos specifically dedicated to rural salaried workers, among others, 
would improve labor representation.

In any case, the work in the fields doesn’t stop—even during a global 
pandemic: the patrão decides when work can stop and workers’ tasks are 
not dependent on epidemiological contingencies.

The COVID-19 PanDemIC

With the advancement of COVID-19, rural workers’ union headquarters 
initially closed for a brief period in Rio Grande do Sul. However, without 
a state or federal stay-at-home policy, work in the fields continued—and 
still continues—especially among the assalariados. Consequently, the ser-
vices provided by the rural sindicatos must be maintained without 
interruption.

The alert regarding the advancement of COVID-19 occurred at the 
federation and territorial levels, through the various workers’ union media 
(union journals, radio, social networks, e-mail), and sought to raise aware-
ness about the contagion. Additionally, with the extinction of the Ministry 
of Labor, complaint and intervention by the auditors of the Ministry of 
Economy became even more complicated and difficult. Thus, rural work-
ers have continued their activities in the fazendas, as usual. There are not 
many options to safeguard workers’ health. However, Fetar has promoted 
the creation of a state crisis committee on the advancement of the 
COVID-19 pandemic in Rio Grande do Sul.

In the city of Vacaria, as well as in the state of Rio Grande do Sul, we took 
all the precautions. Most Fetar-affiliated unions closed from March 19 to 
April 16 [2020]. Then they returned to service in Bagé, Uruguaiana, etc. 
We can’t close the doors. There is medical care, dental care. We are open, at 
the moment. Employees of the federation [Fetar] are working from home. 
By phone, by computer. Our team [at Fetar] is always attentive. And the 
Fetag-affiliated unions too: our newspapers, radios, e-mail, everything 
remains the same […] the coronavirus awareness campaign, preventions, 
what to do in the orchard […]. Everything about the fight against 
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 coronavirus. Fetar organized a state crisis committee. This committee was 
created by Fetar […] together with the Ministry of Economy, Agapome, the 
legal adviser of Farsul, and others. What is the committee for? This commit-
tee was set up and it discussed how workplaces have to be maintained. On 
the farms, in packing, in rural area industry. We got the H1N1 vaccine […] 
through the committee. We sent letters to those municipalities with more 
than a thousand rural employees (there are 18 municipalities in the state), 
and some replied. This would ease the H1N1 flu problem. We haven’t had 
much return […] When we receive complaints from the workers, immedi-
ately, public authorities are asked to supervise. Fetar is tracking the situation. 
At the moment, contamination is under control. Agriculture is not the food 
industry. We talked to the entrepreneurs, to Farsul, to the larger companies. 
There is monitoring. This committee dialogues […]. (Fetar 1, Porto Alegre)

Workers know about the risk, but they don’t always realize it. For example, 
when someone arrives from outside the property, for example, someone 
who comes from the city […] they don’t protect themselves! They do not 
take the necessary precautions. They talk, without wearing the mask, with-
out keeping distance. (STR 2, Santana do Livramento)

According to what was reported by the interviewees, informality has 
also increased during the COVID-19 pandemic.

It is quite recurrent… There are several cases of workers without labor 
books. The assalariado says: ‘My employer didn’t sign the labor book. He 
doesn’t want to sign it’. The worker was there [on the farm] for two months, 
working, and the employer did not want to sign the labor book. What do we 
do? The boss is not worrying about the admission test because of COVID-19. 
He says to the worker: ‘There’s no way, you can’t go in town and take the 
exam because of COVID-19 […] it is dangerous’. It’s just an excuse not to 
sign the labor book. (STR, Alegrete)

In interviews conducted in July 2020, union leaders explained that 
there were no significant changes in the contractual clauses referring to 
the COVID-19 pandemic. As suggested, “it is always difficult to negotiate 
with the employer, even more now, in these times of coronavirus” (STR, 
Bagé). Work routines in rural areas were not modified in response to the 
coronavirus crisis: greater care is taken in bus transportation to the work-
place, but little has changed in the organization of work.
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What changes with the pandemic? In practice, nothing changes. Work con-
tinues, generally in the open air. The risks are there, but nothing can be 
stopped. (STR, Alegrete)

During the pandemic, the participation of workers in assemblies has 
been increasingly reduced.

Once we used to organize workers’ meetings or assemblies in person, now 
we don’t do it anymore. (STR, Mostardas)

Because of coronavirus it is even more difficult to organize an assembly […] 
it was even difficult before. (STR, Uruguaiana)

If collective bargaining doesn’t change in order to respond to an emer-
gency such as the coronavirus pandemic and the agreements by companies 
are very rare, what remains to be done is to approve a document and send 
it to the unions, companies and municipalities, to raise awareness about 
health prevention devices and other general guidelines. Fetar approved a 
cartilha (guidebook) in July 2020 and distributed it. The cartilha deals 
with various topics: creating and disclosing protocols for identifying and 
forwarding workers suspected of being contaminated by COVID-19 
before entering the workplace, prevention of coronavirus infection, the 
correct form of hand hygiene and other prevention measures. It provides 
mechanisms and procedures for workers to report to employers if they are 
sick or have experienced symptoms; it restricts access to rural properties to 
those strictly necessary and provides best practices for workers belonging 
to a risk group. And yet, “there is no way to know how much the cartilha 
has been applied or not; employers don’t even let us enter the fazendas” 
(Fetar 2, Porto Alegre).

The Puzzle Of RePResenTaTIOn

Rural workers’ unions operate in a very complex and dynamic context, 
especially after the 2015 Ministerial Note no. 88, which permitted the 
workers’ union to choose between a double (i.e., the so-called sindicato 
eclético) and a single professional category of representation. When I inter-
viewed the presidents of an STAF, I always repeated the same question: 
You became an STAF but you keep maintaining the same union charter, like 
when you were initially authorized to represent rural workers and family 
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farmers […] May I ask you, why don’t you change your union charter? In 
fact, an STR modifies its statute to become an STAF without modifying 
the union charter (which continues allowing double representation). 
Sometimes, the interviewees answered me like this: “I really don’t know”, 
“a good question”, “we didn’t realize”, and so on. In other cases, the 
interviewee did not answer my question.

Thus, a sindicato can be engaged and achieve a good collective agree-
ment (or not), develop grassroots union activity (or not), maintain assala-
riados’ representation (or not) and provide health care services to rural 
workers (or not). On the one hand, some of the Fetag-affiliated workers’ 
unions cooperated with Fetar and maintained the representation of assala-
riados; on the other hand, other Fetag-affiliated unions preferred to 
exclude double representation. There are still other differences among 
rural workers’ unions. In Fetag-affiliated unions, for example, there is a 
group of 30 sindicatos questioning the Fetag: this group claims an exces-
sive relegation on assalariado representation and an overly benevolent 
support to the state and federal governments.

Other differences are also encountered in relation to the party system. 
Politics is important and the agricultural sector has a huge influence. With 
regard to political representation, in 2020, 1037 farmers—among pro-
ducers, landowners and agricultural professionals in general, but not wage 
earners—were elected to the municipalities of Rio Grande do Sul (among 
mayors and municipal councilors): a reduction compared to 2016, when 
there were 1178 (SEPLAG, 2021).

In my opinion, unions and politics should be distinct. They shouldn’t mix, 
but that’s not the case […] Two ex-presidents of Fetag, for example, Heitor 
Schuch and Elton Weber […] the first is a federal deputy and the second is 
a state deputy. (STAF, Canguçu)

Of course, there are political differences in Fetag […] as well as in Fetar, 
even if they are smaller. I’m talking about leadership. There are the indepen-
dent ones, those who support Bolsonaro, those who are left-oriented. Lots 
of differences. We have a lot of acquaintances, many contacts, many associ-
ate members […] it is a political capital and some unions leaders run for 
municipal or state elections. There are also many political appointment posi-
tions. State and city government invited me to run elections […] they 
offered me to hold political appointments, but I’ve always said no. I want to 
finish my term and retire. […] Employers’ unions are more aligned with 
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Bolsonaro. […] when you enter the union premises you do not find political 
posters or party propaganda, but politics is around us. (STR, XXX)

Over time, family farming has become more autonomous and entrepre-
neurial, interested in achieving economic results. Family farming is increas-
ingly distant from the communion of intentions that formerly united 
assalariados and family farming in a unique federation. A family farmer of 
Gaurama (in the northern region) describes the relations between a family 
farmer and a rural worker.

Before, we were more like ‘community’. There were fewer differences 
between owner and rural worker. I think about my father. After his death, 
his farm was divided equally among the children, but also considering the 
assalariado, who worked with him in the field […] Today, many small farm-
ers have grown and things, from this point of view, have changed. Small 
farmers have grown and are hiring employees. There is no longer that rela-
tionship, like with my father and the worker. Now it is different. The worker 
is no longer part of the family. He is an employee. (Family farmer, Gaurama)

A union leader of an STR in the Serra region spoke with me about his 
Fetag-affiliated sindicato and other Fetag-affiliated unions in the neigh-
boring municipalities.

Our farmer here is ‘small’, but he thinks as a ‘large rural producer’. If he can 
take an assalariado and exploit him… he exploits him! And now… We are a 
rural workers’ union. We are not Farsul. Farsul is connected to the CNA 
(Confederação Nacional de Agricultura) [National Confederation of 
Agriculture] of Brasilia. We don’t. It is another professional category. If our 
small farmer, union member… thinks as an estancieiro… he might go with 
the other estancieiros, at Farsul. We have changed our statute. Because of 
Fetag. Fetag arrived here and said: ‘you have to change the statutory regula-
tion, it’s a legal matter, they will create legal problems for you’. I would like 
to go back in time and keep the old statute. I would. But at every assembly, 
Fetag tells us to change the statute and become an STAF, at every meeting, 
at every regional assembly of Fetag-affiliated unions… they say that we must 
change: ‘you have to get out of the assalariados’ representation’, ‘there is no 
alternative’. We are the third largest union in the state. We have the assala-
riados, here in our territory. We have industries in the region, big industries 
with rural workers […] the same problem all over the state […] We should 
offer services […] We represent and help the small farmer, but we want to 
sign a collective agreement. We asked our ruralistas’ union, but they didn’t 
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answer. We had a collective agreement. In previous years we had one. The 
employer union has an extension in our municipality, but this sindicato 
ruralista, which is based in Caxias do Sul, doesn’t want to sign the agree-
ment. […] I don’t understand this tendency to get out of double represen-
tation. If there are employees in your territory, you must represent them. 
(STR, XXX)

However, dual union representation (sindicalismo eclético) is often 
frowned upon in interviews.

This ‘eclectism’ doesn’t work. Employers say: ‘In Venâncio Aires the salary 
is high. Workers have the unhealthy clause in the agreement… it’s too 
much’. ‘And when production is bad?’ Here, come on, we have 80% infor-
mality. The people who grow tobacco, the peão… there is no law. It’s just 
informal. They work two or three days a week: BRL 100 per day. Is a law 
missing? Or a real collective agreement that considers it all? There is no law 
for the day laborer. The assalariado himself doesn’t care. In the assembly, 
when the new agreement is decided, no one goes. Rural worker comes to 
the union only if he is injured. The assalariado must participate. And there 
are worse situations than ours… in the municipalities around here. The 
assalariado works on a small property whose owner is a member of our 
union: how do we manage to represent both of them? I understand both 
sides, but there are a lot of eclectic unions that can’t wait anymore to become 
an STAF. (STR, Venâncio Aires)

We have no interest in salaried employees. They are very few. (STR, 
Antônio Prado)

In Santa Cruz, the issue has been faced and resolved since 2014. In fact, our 
idea is the following: no longer representing the assalariados and signing 
another collective agreement representing family farmers. And Fetar, obvi-
ously, representing the assalariados. Two agreements: Fetar-assalariados 
with large producers and Fetar-assalariados with the STAFs representing 
family farmers. Who knows […] It is also a legal issue I would like to under-
stand. (STR, Santa Cruz do Sul)

We have never represented them [the assalariados]. I don’t understand why 
Farsul and Fetag are still divided. These structures were created in the past. 
Times change but we continue like that. (STR, Caxias do Sul)
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There are many cases that we cannot control. Among others, take for exam-
ple the city of Porto Alegre. There are more than a thousand assalariados in 
the rural area of P orto Alegre. There is no collective agreement. Once there 
was also a sindicato. Today the union no longer works. It is simply closed. 
And what can we do? Almost nothing. We are the federation [Fetar], not the 
workers’ union. (Fetar 2, Porto Alegre)

Canguçu is a municipality in the southern region of Rio Grande do Sul, 
considered the municipality with the largest number of small holdings in 
Brazil. With about 14,000 rural properties, it is recognized as the national 
capital of family agriculture. The STR was founded in the 1960s, received 
a carta sindical and represented the assalariados until a few years ago, 
when it decided to change the statute and move from being an STR to an 
STAF. Previously, care services were for everyone, but now they are only 
for family farmers. Moreover, CAGED registers the presence of over a 
thousand assalariados in the municipality.

We have never signed a collective agreement. […] An assalariado can join 
the union, but he must have an agricultural property and be a family farmer 
to receive assistance. (STR, Canguçu)

The growing differences between rural salaried workers and small farm-
ers have also attracted the attention of Farsul-affiliated sindicatos ruralistas 
who now compete with Fetag unions to associate family farmers: more 
and more frequently, small farmers become members of the local sindicato 
ruralista (and therefore Farsul-affiliated) instead of the local STR or 
STAF, which are Fetag-affiliated unions.

Here we compete for family farming. The sindicato ruralista thinks it is a 
kind of ‘market’. Ruralistas compete with us because of the family farmers. 
The want to increase the number of memberships. (STR, Venâncio Aires)

Today, actually. The family farmer as well as the small owner are disputed by 
the employers’ unions and Fetag. In fact, the sooner STRs become STAFs, 
the better for us. (STR, Santa Cruz do Sul)

Money is important and unions need money to survive. The more you asso-
ciate family farmers, the more the economic income you receive. (STR, XXX)
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Also, especially in the northern regions, another trend can be observed: 
other associations, instead of unions, have been created. These local asso-
ciations are not trade unions. They do not hold a union charter but they 
do provide services. Family farmers expressed doubt about whether to 
choose to join these (new) associations or the local rural union.

In our association, we have many family farmers who are not members of the 
local STR. If the local STR doesn’t work well, we must help local family 
farmers. After all, the farmer himself chooses what to do, which association 
or sindicato to join in. We offer a lot of services, indeed. (Atraf, Antônio Prado)

The president of the STAF in Canguçu who commented on this litigation 
between STAFs and sindicato ruralistas shared a phrase that has stuck 
with me:

After all, there is trade union freedom, and therefore a family farmer can 
register wherever he wants. (STR, Canguçu)

This idea of trade union freedom is generic and fundamentally errone-
ous. First of all, the problem of trade union freedom in Brazil is not the 
possibility of choosing between two employers’ unions but rather the 
“single unionism” issue: only one union is the holder of the employee’s 
representation and can sign the collective agreement. The worker can 
therefore join only one trade union, as there is only one representative 
trade union. Second, in Canguçu the STAF is the legal holder of the assal-
ariados’ representation, having not changed the union charter. Therefore, 
while the family farmer chooses between sindicato ruralista and STAF 
which, in both cases, will never sign a collective agreement, the rural 
worker does not have a union to represent him and never will: the right for 
his representation remains in the hands of the ex-STR of Canguçu, which 
is today an STAF. Third, it is evident that there is a problem of trade union 
freedom: in this case, in a municipality with more than a thousand assala-
riados, a collective agreement has never been signed. It is unlikely that a 
collective agreement will be concluded in Canguçu.

However, what is clear from the interviews is that the debate on union 
representation or on real union actions is not collective: each union fol-
lows its own internal logic, and the logic behind union policies must be 
analyzed at the level of the local union organization. The majority of Fetar 
unions are in the Pampa region, mainly because there are more 
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assalariados in this region. As always, there are some exceptions: the presi-
dent of the union of Alegrete, a city with a large extension of land in the 
middle of the Campanha, prefers to maintain its Fetag affiliation.

Here, in our sindicato, we want to stay as we are, Fetag-affiliated, and we 
continue to represent the two categories: rural salaried workers and small 
farmers. We collaborate with Fetar. We have many assalariados here. 
(STR, Alegrete)

In addition to these internal differences within one’s own state trade 
union system, it must also be considered that this puzzle is complicated by 
actors who are apparently external to the system of labor relations. It is 
also the case that other decisive actors enter the middle of these dynamics, 
complicating the scenario even more. In one particularly long interview, a 
union leader explained the role of accounting consultants to me and how 
this affects the union fund system, that is, the collection of the confedera-
tive contribution clause.

Here we have a collective agreement. Every year we sign it. I don’t know 
how many salaried workers we have. We have Caged data. But it is not very 
important. There are informal workers. […] The employers send the 
employee to their accounting consultants. I know there are employees, but 
I don’t know how many and where they are working. I don’t know which 
accounting office assists these employees. We have employees with a formal 
contract. I don’t know how many are working and what company they are 
working for. Offices do the payroll for landowners who have rural wage 
earners. […] In our convenção we have a confederative contribution: it’s a 
contractual clause. It’s the law. There are offices that retain this confedera-
tive contribution, established in the collective agreement, and transfer it to 
the unions and other offices that don’t retain this contribution. This contri-
bution is important for Fetar to survive. For the unions to work. […] There 
is another problem: dismissal is no longer approved here at the union, but 
at the accounting office. Sometimes we ratify. Just sometimes. There may 
even be a clause in the collective agreement, as there is, but the offices them-
selves advise the employer not to conduct dismissal at the union. We cannot 
control these accounting offices, which are allies of the patrão. Indeed, it is 
the patrão that pays them. Something similar happens almost everywhere in 
Rio Grande do Sul. (STR, XXX)

In practice, accounting consultants are important actors in the labor 
relations system: they condition union funding and are not independent 
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actors but allies of the employers—”the employer who pays them” 
(STR, XXX).

There’s a very big office [of accounting consultants] here. They don’t col-
lect the confederative contribution. There is no way to report it. The office 
acts according to the interests of the boss and the boss speaks on behalf of 
the employee. By the way, the employee doesn’t even go to the union. The 
employee doesn’t even know where the union is. We don’t even know where 
the accounting consultant is: each farm or company has its own labor con-
sultant… but which? I don’t know. There are a few workers who come here 
and we talk with them, also about the confederative contribution and others 
worker’s rights. And the employee says: ‘The boss told me I don’t need to 
talk with the workers’ union’. So, I explain. I invite them to speak with his 
colleagues. I inform them that we, at the STR, offer benefits for them: den-
tist, doctor. He doesn’t pay anything else. But the accounting consultants 
and the boss say the worker doesn’t need these things. The offices [of 
accounting consultants] don’t show us anything. They say there are no lon-
ger employees: but in the Caged register there are a lot. Perhaps it is even 
true that they were reduced, but partially. They always answer the same way. 
What’s going on? The dismissals are no longer carried out on union prem-
ises and union funding is reducing a lot. (STR, XXX)

To some extent, these dynamics occur almost everywhere in Rio Grande 
do Sul. In this context, “unionism is almost impossible […] without 
resources and with all these difficulties you can’t unionize” (Fetar 2, Porto 
Alegre).

a COmPaRIsOn

A typical issue in comparative political economy is the liaison between 
industrial relations systems and forms of capitalism. These hypotheses are 
generally developed in comparative schemes, more or less complex, to 
explain the performance of one system in comparison to the other. Of 
course, the present research does not conduct a comparative analysis, but 
it is interesting to consider the fact that, arriving in Santo Tomé, in the 
Argentinian province of Corrientes, via São Borja (Brazil), the system of 
labor relations profoundly changes. The province of Corrientes and São 
Borja are similar in terms of their habits and territorial identity, that is, the 
Pampa, with its long-held traditions and customs. However, in the prov-
ince of Corrientes, the salary of a peon peão exceeds ARS 40,000 (around 
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BRL 2134.99), while in the municipalities of the Brazilian pampa the sal-
ary is around BRL 1300.

The Argentinian union has a complex structure, organized at various 
levels and strictly regulated by labor legislation: the hard core of the legis-
lation maintains its legal basis from 1853 but the legislation was substan-
tially reformed in 1994, including the protection of labor rights, through 
the insertion of article 14 bis. In Argentinian labor legislation, there is also 
a specific provision that regulates union associations: that is, Law 23.551 
(Ley de Asociaciones Sindicales) approved in 1988. Law 23.551 contains 
a series of rights and duties pertaining to unions and provides for collective 
bargaining, strikes and other measures for union mobilization in its article 
5. It is also important to remember that social dialogue and bargaining 
takes place at the National Tripartite Commission, composed by the 
state—when called upon by the parties—employers and employees. This 
centralized model of social dialogue presents significant differences from 
the Brazilian one.

Social dialogue in Argentina acts as an instrument of reconciliation 
among unions. In fact, the Comisión Nacional de Trabajo Agrario (a min-
isterial commission by Law 26.727/11 on Trabajo Agrícola) has already 
re-established the minimum working conditions of salary workers, as well 
as the provision of accommodation for rural workers. The main differ-
ences in the Brazilian case are therefore the centralization of bargaining 
(centrality is low in Brazil and high in Argentina because of national col-
lective bargaining) and a different legal system that reduces uncertainties.

Moreover, in Argentina, rural unionism has its own distinct facets com-
pared to other economic sectors. And in any case, the unitary worker rep-
resentation is maintained. In the province of Corrientes there is no 
representation within the companies (farms) via union delegates. There 
are no local unions, but there are delegations of Uatre (Unión Argentina 
de Trabajadores Rurales y Estibadores) and the presence of the obra social 
Osprera (Obra Social del Personal Rural y Estibadores de la República 
Argentina). Also, Uatre is affiliated to union central CGT (Confederación 
General del Trabajo de la República Argentina) (Pontoni, 2016). In short, 
the Argentinian system is less fragmented.

Welfare is a central issue in both Brazil and Argentina. Workers’ unions 
in Rio Grande do Sul provide services when public welfare doesn’t guar-
antee them. The Argentine system guarantees the worker access to the 
provision of assistance services through the so-called obras sociales.
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Health provision for rural workers is organized by Osprera, which is con-
trolled by Uatre: Osprera is part of Uatre. Uatre’s Secretary General, José 
Voytenco, is also President of Osprera. Uatre is organized like a pyramid. 
Centralized in Buenos Aires, but we have a delegation within the province. 
Always Uatre’s delegation. Here, we only have Uatre and a provincial dele-
gate. But it is very difficult to relate with rural workers. Currently, we have 
25 departments! Uatre has its headquarters in Corrientes. In the province of 
Corrientes today, we have 30,000 workers affiliated with Uatre. Not every-
one is in our obra social. Someone is with another obra. There are other 
obras sociales with greater coverage but the workers continue to still be affili-
ated with Uatre. Only a minority, 10%, of members are not in Osprera […] 
In Argentina, the collective agreement is linked to activity in the region. It 
is discussed in each zone. In the same province, the provincial delegate 
makes this discussion with the employers, with the mediation of the national 
state as well. Three actors: Uatre, government, employers. Forestry, citrus, 
yerba mate, horticulture, floriculture. When we analyze the salary, it is linked 
to the activity of each city. That is… within the same contract there are dif-
ferent activities. (Employee Osprera, Corrientes)

Uatre has a delegate for the entire province. The same structure orga-
nized at the provincial level is reproduced at the local level. The local 
secretary reports to the provincial delegate, who is the top Uatre delegate 
for each province. Above the provincial delegate is a national delegate, and 
all provincial delegates report to the general secretary.

[…] there are many complaints. Last year, there were workers in sub-human 
conditions, sleeping on the floor. Abandoned people. In appalling condi-
tions, but there were complaints. Uatre and the Ministry of Labor… are part 
of these inspections Also, these are the words of the secretary general… 
there are still 500,000 in Argentina. It’s very difficult to get to that person 
too. That worker. There goes the police force, the national gendarmerie. 
Strikes we don’t have. There is no strike. Those who live in the countryside 
are not informed. Country life is difficult. (Employee Osprera, Corrientes)

In terms of collective labor rights, Argentina has ratified the International 
Labour Organization (ILO) convention on freedom of association (No. 
87), while Brazil has not yet ratified it. In addition to union freedom (in 
other words, “single unionism”), there are other differences. The welfare 
system, for example, is mirrored in Argentine labor relations (obra socia-
les). Argentine unionism configures itself as a model that can undergo 
reforms without changing the configuration and function of the model 
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itself: it has a high degree of centralization, with maintenance of the tripar-
tite system and union financing by affiliation and obra sociales.

Territorial bargaining among local sindicatos in Rio Grande do Sul does 
not guarantee significant advances in terms of salaries: many small unions 
with very similar agreements are marked by territorialization that divides 
the workforce. In a context like that of Pampa—with no strikes and a 
union culture that is stubbornly opposed to conflict and strikes—only a 
centralized system can guarantee the representation of work and signifi-
cant advances in terms of wages. The only element that the Argentinian 
and Brazilian unions have in common, unfortunately, is the system of 
informality at work.
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CHAPTER 5

Final Considerations

Abstract The case of Rio Grande do Sul is not an isolated one. In this 
chapter, institutional pressures from the federal government and economic 
lobbies are discussed.

Keywords Labor representation • Brazilian party system • Political 
lobbying

There Is an elephanT In The room

In December 2016, President Michel Temer supported the approval of a 
constitutional amendment that retained spending on health care, educa-
tion and public investments for 20 years (EC 95). In 2017, two important 
laws were passed (Laws 13.429 and 13.467) amending the laws related to 
temporary work (Law 6.019/1974) and the Consolidation of Labor Law 
(CLT). With the arrival of Jair Bolsonaro, the neo-liberal agenda of 
Temer’s government was strengthened. The first act of the newly elected 
president was the dissolution of the country’s Ministry of Labor on 
January 1, 2019 (MP 870/2019). The MP has had practical effects: for 
example, compliance with security measures in private companies through 
labor inspectors would now be managed directly by the Ministry of 
Economy.
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In 2019, the so-called Economic Freedom Law (Law 13.874) pro-
moted further amendments to the CLT. Another constitutional amend-
ment (EC 103) profoundly changed the social security system. Finally, 
several provisional measures enacted in 2020 amended labor relation reg-
ulations, one of which has already been passed into law (Law 14.020). All 
of these amendments and changes have had an effect on both material law 
and labor procedural law. Moreover, during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
the federal government adopted other legal measures to encourage the 
dismissal of employees and obstruct the union (MP 927/2020 and MP 
936/2020).

The labor reform didn’t improve Brazilian employment statistics. 
Rogério Marinho, the deputy rapporteur of the labor reform proposal, 
stated that intermittent work would achieve extraordinary results: “mil-
lions of Brazilians who are now unemployed, underemployed or who 
have given up looking for a job, after years of fruitless searching, will be 
integrated into the labor market” (Agência Câmara de Notícias, 2015). 
However, the (obvious) result has been different: transforming minimally 
stable labor agreements into intermittent labor agreements didn’t result 
in an increase in terms of job posts but led to even more job precarious-
ness. The labor market reached a rather embarrassing level of unemploy-
ment: the average unemployment rate for the year 2020 was 13.5%, the 
highest since 2012 (with about 13.4 million people waiting for a job). 
The result for the year 2020 interrupted the fall in unemployment that 
began in 2018, when it was 12.3%. In 2019, unemployment was 11.9%. 
Also, the informality rate rose from 41.1% in 2019 to 38.7% in 2020, 
which represented 33.3 million people without a formal contract (employ-
ees in the private sector or domestic workers) (IBGE, 2021).

During the coronavirus pandemic, the program for the temporary 
reduction of wages and suspension of employment contracts (MP 936) 
helped to preserve 11,698,243 jobs. According to Agência Brasil (Máximo, 
2020) the amounts to be paid for supplementary income rose to R$17.4 
billion. Significant social segments were clearly limiting their basic expenses 
with food and clothing when they were not taking out bank loans so that 
they could cover their regular and basic expenses (Gandra, 2020). In addi-
tion, about 64% of collective bargaining renewed in May 2021 had results 
below inflation (Dieese, 2020, 2021). The Brazilian scenario is marked by 
material deprivation and extreme inequality: over one-third of the popula-
tion has no internet access; 31.1 million people have no access to running 
water; 74.2 million people (37% of the Brazilian population) live in areas 
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without sewage treatment and 5.8 million families do not have a bath-
room at home (Brasil Econômico, 2020).

Poverty and inequality have increased at the same time: the 2019 con-
tinuous Pesquisa Nacional por Amostra de Domicílios [National 
Household Sample Survey] (PNAD) study indicates that the income of 
the 1% of the people who earn more in Brazil is equivalent to 33.7 times 
the income of half the population who earn less. While the average monthly 
income of those who earn more from work is BRL 28,659, the average 
income of those of those who earn less is BRL 850 (Saraiva & Peret, 2019; 
Estatísticas sociais, 2019, 2020). If it was possible to finance the loss of 
work during the pandemic, it was only thanks to Congress and to increases 
in emergency aid payments initially proposed by the government for self- 
employed workers, which rose from BRL 200 to BRL 600 (Mazon, 
2020). Meanwhile, the net profits of financial institutions in Brazil in 
2018 were the most expressive since 1994, amounting to BRL 98.5 bil-
lion, second only to 2019. From July 2018 to June 2019, banks made 
profits amounting to BRL 109 billion, according to the Brazilian Central 
Bank’s inspection director. The growth in net profits in 2019 was 18%, 
and four institutions alone accumulated profits amounting to BRL 81.5 
billion (G1, 2019).

In addition to this planned inequality, a development model that is 
anything but virtuous is added: the latifundium. The first allegations of 
slave labor revealed by the Comissão Pastoral da Terra (CPT) date back to 
the early 1970s—like the CPT itself. The systematic computation of infor-
mation on this crime is gradually consolidated from 1985 onwards. From 
1995, when the first rescues of enslaved workers through the Special 
Mobile Inspection Groups began, until 2018, 50,106 thousand workers 
were freed from slave labor conditions across the country. A study by the 
NGO Reporter Brasil, prepared in 2004, followed the supply chain of 
those 96 farms reported on the dirty list (lista suja) of the Ministry of 
Labor at the time. These fazendas supplied beef, sugar cane, coffee, char-
coal, soy, cotton and black pepper to domestic and foreign companies, 
some of them among the largest in the country (Plassat, 2015). Of the 
total of 35,943 slave workers rescued in Brazil between 2003 and 2018, 
the majority are men (95%). Most are between 30 and 39 years old. While 
33% are illiterate, another 40% attended only elementary school; 41% are 
pardos (i.e., having grayish-brown skin), 24% white, 12% black, 19% East 
Asians and 4% indigenous persons (Repórter Brasil, 2020).
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Slave labor is expressly prohibited by article 149 of the penal code, but 
fighting against it is not automatic: financial resources are needed. The 
government of Bolsonaro has drastically reduced the amount allocated to 
fight slave labor in the country. The resources, which have been shrinking 
year after year, are used to purchase fuel, daily rates, airline tickets and 
other expenses to carry out rescue operations. In 2020, BRL 1.3 million 
was spent on fighting slave labor, a reduction of 41% compared to 2019, 
when BRL 2.3 million was spent, an amount that had already shrunk 
compared to 2018, when R$2.7 million in funds was allocated 
(Longo, 2021).

Constitutional Amendment (EC) 81 of 2014, which punishes rural 
properties that practice slave labor with expropriation, was enacted by the 
National Congress in 2021. Yet it still requires regulation through a com-
plementary law that defines what would be considered slave labor (G1, 
2021). On May 1, 2021, during his participation in the opening ceremony 
of the 86th edition of ExpoZebu, President Bolsonaro said that EC 81 
would not be regulated in his government. According to the president, 
the amendment should be revised.

A strong political base and an institutionalized lobbying system are 
needed for enacting these policies. The Bancada Ruralista (i.e., the 
Parliamentary Agricultural Front), is one of the largest and most active 
benches in the Chamber of Deputies, made up of more than 200 federal 
deputies (out of a total of 513) from various parties. It defends public 
policies to encourage agribusiness. In general, the Bancada demands the 
expansion of rural financing and the flexibilization of labor legislation and 
criticizes environmental legislation. For rural landowners, the demarca-
tion of indigenous lands (i.e., the so-called APA, Àreas de Proteção 
Ambiental [Environmental Protection Areas]) represents an obstacle to 
the advancement of agribusiness. The Bancada played a decisive role in 
the approval of the Brazilian Forest Code in 2012. Under the influence of 
rural producers, the new legislation gave amnesty to producers who defor-
ested, until July 2008, above what was permitted and determined by the 
previous law. The ruralista caucus was also decisive in the approval by 
Congress of a Provisional Measure (MP) in June 2017, which changed the 
federal government’s land distribution policy.
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The CrIsIs of labor represenTaTIon

Workers’ unions in Rio Grande do Sul are sub-divided between hundreds 
of local unions, three federations and two central unions with different 
levels of affiliations within the party system. On the contrary, the sindicatos 
ruralistas are unitarily Farsul-affiliated, without any divisions, and with 
powerful political representatives at both the federal and state levels. Only 
26% of municipalities are covered by a collective agreement. Labor rela-
tionships include a major part of regularly hired workers but exclude part 
of the legally hired workers as well as all of the informal workers. 
Additionally, a significant and increasing number of Fetag-affiliated 
Sindicatos dos Trabalhadores Rurais (STRs) are ready to leave the double 
system of representation (i.e., the sindicato eclético) to dedicate themselves 
solely to family farming. Meanwhile, a political agenda made up of sup-
port for agrobusiness, anti-environmentalism and anti-union policy 
advances across the country. In my view, the enormous territory that sur-
rounds the streets of Rio Grande do Sul’s cities, financed by large land-
owners who praise President Bolsonaro represent a junction between the 
macro-system described above and my micro-level analysis. Support for 
Bolsonaro, both moral and political, is widespread in the trade unions 
(especially in Farsul and a little less in Fetag) and among workers.

Respondents suggest some tools and strategies to improve collective 
bargaining and working conditions: a centralized collective agreement (at 
the state level, with greater coverage), the creation of regional wage- 
earners’ unions representing solely the assalariados, the promotion of a 
consistent social dialogue, a consortium of companies to legally hire rural 
workers (using an economy of scale to reduce labor costs), a clearer and 
more transparent system of representation and union financing. However, 
it is precisely because of this macro- and micro-system that the political 
conditions for a better job are still missing.

The labor relation system is going through a crisis, indeed. According 
to Pierson (1998), it is possible to attribute four meanings to the notion 
of crisis: (1) a situation of disturbance caused by an external shock, (2) a 
manifestation of a long-term contradiction, (3) a dramatic moment that 
precedes the overcoming of a situation, and (4) any large-scale and lasting 
problem.

The arrival of Temer and then Bolsonaro to the government represents 
a shock for the trade union movement (1). Bolsonaro is clear: “The unions 
are the ones that most hinder Brazil” (Estadão Conteúdo, 2019). I 
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suppose he is not referring to the Farsul-affiliated unions. The victory of 
Bolsonaro in the presidential election was celebrated by Farsul: it repre-
sented a new direction, aligned with the thinking of the Brazilian agro-
business community. Yet at least Farsul has been ideologically coherent, 
while the Fetag has been far more ambiguous.

The 2017 labor reform surprised the workers’ unions (Carbonai, 
2018). In hindsight, given the changes introduced in 2017, Fetar proba-
bly wouldn’t even have been born, remaining anchored to Fetag. The 
eclecticism of rural unionism, however, represents a historical contradic-
tion, never clearly intervened upon (2). Also, the interviews I conducted 
reflect a growing common understanding between Farsul-affiliated and 
Fetag-affiliated unions. The elements of identity in common between fam-
ily farming and agribusiness are increasing over time. As some interview-
ees say, rural employers, large or small, are always entrepreneurs. And they 
both hire the assalariados because of the same collective agreement. In 
addition, there are the various programs of SENAR (Serviço Nacional de 
Aprendizagem Rural) and other state government commissions in which 
both Fetag and Farsul participate: “there are more and more elements in 
common (cultural, economic, social, political) between small farming and 
Farsul” (Sindicato de Trabalhadores da Agricultura Familiar (STAF), 
Caxias do Sul).

Scholars have identified the development of collective identities, the 
mobilization of external expertise and the development of union leader-
ship as key resources in the union renewal process (Croucher & Wood, 
2017; Levesque & Murray, 2006). Who are the political activists in Rio 
Grande do Sul who can now revitalize trade unions and solve the precari-
ousness of rural work? Unfortunately, this group is limited: Fetar-affiliated 
unions and a reduced number of Fetag-affiliated unions in dispute with 
the policies of the federation. As always, institutional pressures push up 
against the union representation of rural workers.

The number of slave workers, very high informality, the numbers of 
occupational accidents, wage levels, the difficulties that occur during col-
lective bargaining, and the use of pesticides outline the contours of a dra-
matic moment (3). Moreover, a plan to overcome the difficulties of this 
moment has not yet been outlined, while executable proposals for a new a 
model of labor relations appear to exist as a countertrend.

For the moment, PEC 196/2019 is advancing in Congress: PEC 196 
is an amendment to the Federal Constitution that could modify the entire 
Brazilian industrial relations system, aiming for adhesion to ILO’s 
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Convention no. 87 (Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right 
to Organize). However, it is unlikely that PEC 196/2019 will be approved. 
Furthermore, a constitutional amendment is not useful without a serious 
debate about (state and national) social dialogue. In any case, it is neces-
sary to find a model of worker union representation that guarantees greater 
achievements. This much is evident.

Still, there is ample room for maneuver and initiative. For example, the 
informal labor market could be reduced by a consortium of employers or 
by a group of small business owners who decide to hire a farm worker. 
Instead of informality, the laborer could work regularly for a larger com-
pany (the consortium), which guarantees his or her labor rights. There are 
other proposals as well. As interviewees suggest, because of a state- centered 
system of bargaining (i.e., a unique collective agreement at the state level 
or a reduced number of regional agreement) coverage would increase and 
informality would be reduced, guaranteeing more substantial gains. As 
usual, “it takes two to tango”. Additionally, new rural workers’ unions 
could be created, at the regional level, representing the assalariados for 
whom representation is not guaranteed by Fetag-affiliated unions nor by 
Fetraf-affiliated unions (e.g., in Antônio Prado and Santa Cruz do Sul). It 
is also fundamental to favor the control and tracing of agricultural products 
in the supply chain through a certification system that allows us to under-
stand not only the quality of the product but also the quality of the work.

So too a feeling of class identity must be built, as well as a union iden-
tity. Is the rural sindicato a service union? Some unions provide medical 
assistance, others don’t. Rural unionism is complex and ambiguous, 
indeed. STAFs are increasing: the majority of STR members of Fetag are 
in the process of changing their statutes to stop representing the 
assalariados.

In addition to union representation, there is a large-scale and enduring 
problem of political representation within the agricultural sector (4). 
Eduardo Leite, the governor of Rio Grande do Sul, has chosen to legally 
release agro-toxins to satisfy his allied rural political base. PL 260/2020, 
which amends §2 of Art. 1 of State Law No. 7.747/82, “provides for the 
control of pesticides and other biocides at the state level”. Also, the new 
state secretary of labor, employment and income of Rio Grande do Sul, 
Ronaldo Nogueira, formerly the minister of labor in the government of 
Temer, was the target, in 2019, of a censorship sanction by the National 
Council of Human Rights (CNDH). Censorship is the consequence of 
conduct contrary to human rights: Nogueira obstructed the disclosure of 
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the register of employers who submitted workers to conditions analogous 
to slave labor. If that wasn’t enough, he also enacted Ordinance 
1.129/2017, which was the target of a series of criticisms by human rights 
organizations due to the fact that it provided for a possible slowdown in 
the fight against slave labor. Ordinance 1.129/2017 changed the concept 
of slave labor and made inspection unfeasible. With the pretext of regulat-
ing the payment of unemployment insurance to workers rescued from 
slave labor and updating the lista suja, the ordinance reformulated the 
concept of contemporary slave labor and imposed a series of difficulties to 
impede inspection and the publication of the lista suja.

The largest lobby in Congress, the Bancada Ruralista, controls one- 
fourth of the house. The rural caucus in Congress is well represented by 
representatives from Rio Grande do Sul. In 2013, a speech by Luis Carlos 
Heinze (Partido Progressista, PP) ran on social networks, in which he 
defined quilombolas, Indians, gays and lesbians as “useless” and encour-
aged farmers to arm themselves against social movements. Its political 
intention was to defend agribusiness, expand the use of pesticides and, 
ultimately, enrich the rich. As the founder of the São Borja Rice Association, 
federal deputy Heinze wanted to change the rule that requires the print-
ing of the transgenic symbol on products. He has already tried to exempt 
rice from the payment of Social Integration Programming (PIS) and 
Contribution to Social Security Financing (Confins) by increasing the rate 
for importers. During his period as a parliamentarian, Heinze’s wealth has 
grown: in 2006, Heinze declared to the Superior Electoral Court (TSE) 
that he had BRL 1.6 million in goods. In 2018, the ruralista recorded 
BRL 8.3 million, an increase of 419% (Castilho, 2018).

As previously mentioned, ruralistas in Rio Grande do Sul are well rep-
resented in the national congress. One such ruralista, Alceu Moreira 
(Movimento Democrático Brasileiro), was quoted calling indigenous 
people vigaristas [professional fraudsters] and encouraged a militia to be 
mounted against them. The deputy was accused of receiving a bribe of 
R$200,000, according to a statement by Ricardo Saud, the director of 
JBS (a Brazilian meat processor operating worldwide and involved in a 
nationwide corruption scandal). Like Heinze, Moreira’s patrimony has 
been growing. Between 2006 and 2018, Moreira’s equity jumped 432%, 
from R$488,000 to R$2.6 million, according to a statement of the 
TSE.  Another committed opponent of social movements among the 
ruralistas in Rio Grande do Sul is federal deputy Jerônimo Goergen (PP). 
In June 2016, he presented 29 legislative decrees suspending 826,600 
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hectares of rural areas for agrarian reform and the regularization of indig-
enous and quilombola territories. He is also the author of a project that 
classifies the Landless Rural Workers Movement (MST) and the Homeless 
Workers Movement (MTST) as terrorist groups. Like Alceu Moreira, 
Goergen was quoted by the JBS director Ricardo Saud in a statement to 
the federal police and had received a bribe of R$100,000 in September 
2014. When he entered politics in 2006, Goergen declared that he had in 
his name a common car and a house, totaling R$211,000 in possessions. 
In 2018, his worth rose 516% in equity, ultimately reaching R$1.3 mil-
lion in assets alone (Castilho, 2018).

In this scenario, labor is only partially represented. A new labor relation 
system with clear political representation is urgently needed to improve 
upon these imperfections, as are ongoing discussions oriented toward 
determining whether the current model works or whether it does not. 
Until then, what committed rural workers’ unions in Rio Grande do Sul 
can do is limited to copying strategies, means of resisting the constant 
pressures and systemic difficulties, attempts to advance by distinguishing 
between risks and opportunities, and ongoing efforts to open up new 
spaces for lawful and dignified labor practice.
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